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I. NATURE AND SCIENCE.  

 

1. Sensations and Things.  

 

All the time that we are awake we are learning b i*jeans of our senses something about the world ii iv-

bich we live and of which we form a part ; we are a- onstaitfly aware of feeling, or hearing, or smelling, 

Ct-xidj unless we happen to be in the dark, of seeing ; at iritervals we taste. We call the information thus 

c"btained sensation.  

 

When we have any of these sensations we com- only say that we feel, or hear, or smell, or see, or taste, 

something. A certain scent makes us say ' "We smell onions ; a certain flavour, that we taste a certain 

sound, that we hear a carriage ; a a-  " ertain appearance before our eyes, that we see and we call that 

which we thus perceive by the author. 

 

 

  

 

Causes and Effects 
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that the sensations are the effects of these causes. For example, if we hear a certain sound, we say it is 

caused by a carriage going along the road, or that it is the effect, or the consequence, of a carriage 

passing along. If there is a strong smell of burning, we believe it to be the effect <tf iomething on fire, 

and look about anxiously for the cause of the smell If we see k tr we believe that there is a thing, or 

object, which is the cause of that appearance in our field of view.  

 

3. The reason Why. Explanation. :   

 

In the case clothe smeD of burning, when we fin on looking about, that something actually is on fire we 

say indifferently either that we have found out thi cause of the smell, or that we know the reiason Tvhj 



we perceive that smell ; or that we have explained it. So that to know the reason why of anything, or Xi 

explain it, is to knowthe cause of it But that whid is the cause of one thing is the effect of another Thus, 

suppose we find some smouldering straw to hk the cause of the smell of burning, we immediately asl 

what set it on fire, or what is the cause of its burning] Perhaps we find that a lighted lucifer match has 

beel thrown into the straWi and then we say that the lighted match was the cause of the fire. But a 

lucifer matd would not be in that place unless some person Yai put it there. That is to say, the presence 

of tlM lucifer match is an effect produced by somebody ai cause. So we ask why did any one put the 

matd there ? yVsis it done carelessly, or did the person wh< Put it there intend to do so" MA \ 

c,N<\iax.'iw J motive, or the cause 'wYucYv YVYcaXo  'sv "ig ? And what was the xeasoxv iox Vy Vnvcv  

 

it motive? It is plain that tliere is no end to the a-  questions, one arising out of the oilier, that might be" 

asked iu this fashion.  

 

Thus we believe -that everything is the effect of somethi'hg which preceded it as its cause, and that this 

cause is the effect of something else, and so on, through a chain of causes and effects which goes back 

as far as we choose to follow it. Anything is said to be explained as soon as we have discovered its cause, 

or the reason why it exists ; the explanation is fuller, if we can find out the cause of that cause ; and the 

further we can trace the chain of causes and effects, the more satisfactory is the explanation. But no 

explanation of anytliing can be complete, because human knowledge, at its best, goes but a very little 

way back towards the beginning of things. i  

 

4. Properties and Powers.  

 

When a thing is found always to cause a particular effect, we call that effect sometimes a property, 

sometimes a power of the thing. Thus the odour of onions is said to be a property of onions, because 

onions always cause that particular sensation of smell to arise, wlien they are brought near the nose ; 

lead is said to have the property of heaviness, because it always causes us to have the feeling of weight 

when we handle it ; a stream is said to have the power to turn a waterwheel, because it causes the 

watprwheel to turn ; and a venomous snake is said to have the power to kill a man, 'Qs; ca."ii& S-Ns. Ni-

v- "J causes mail to die. Propei: V\ea a. wi'pQ-weti''  

 

certain effects caused by ttic tXims -ViVi '" '  

 

possess them.  
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5. Artificial and Natural Objects. Native.  

 

A great many of the things brought to onr knowledge by our senses, such as houses and futiutiin'.' 

carriages and machineS are termed artificial things. or objects, because they, have been shaped by flu 

art of man ; indeed, they are geneilly said to. lib made by man. But a fkr greater number <f ihmgi owe 

nothing to the hand of man, and would bejufk what they are if mankind did not enst, " isuch as Ite sky 

and the clouds ; the sun, moon and starsT; the sea with its rocks and shingly or sandy shores ; the hib. 

and dales of the land ; and all wild plants and animfllL', Things of this kind are termed natural object and 

to the whole of them we give the name of Nature.  

 

6. Artificial Things are only Natural Things shaped and brought together or separated by Men.  

 

Although this distinction between nature and art between natural and artificial things, is very easilf 

made and very convenient, it is needful to remember that, in the long run, we owe everything to nature] 

that even those artificial objects which we commonlf say are made by men, are only natural objects 

shaped and moved by men ; and that, in the sense of creatingi that is to say, of causing something to 

exist whidi did not exist in some other shape before, man caft make nothing whatever. Moreover, we 

must recollect that what men do in the way of shaping and bringing I together or separating natural. 
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Artificial things are, in fact, all produced by tlie a-  action of that part of nature whicii we call manttind, 

upon the rest  

 

We talk of "making " a box, and rightly enough, if we mean only that we have shaped the pieces of wood 

and nailed them together ; but the wood is a natural object and so is the iron of the nails, A watch is 

"made" of the natural objects gold and other metals, sand, soda, rubies, brought together, and shaped 



in various ways ; a coat is " made " of the natural object, wool ; and a frock of the natural objects, cotton 

or silk. Moreover, the men who make all these things are natural objects.  

 

Carpenters, builders, shoemakers, and all other artisans and artists, are persons who have learned so 

much of the powers and properties of certain natural objects, and of the chain of causes and effects in 

nature, as enables them to shape and put together those natural objects, so as to make them useful to 

man.  

 

A carpenter could not, as we say, " make " a chair unless he knew something of the properties and 

powers of wood ; a blacksmith could not " make " a horseshoe unless he knew that it is a property of 

iron to become soft and easily hammered into shape when it is made red*hot ; a brickmaker must know 

many of the properties of clay ; and a plumber could not do his work unless he knew that lead has the 

properties of softness and flexibility, and that a moderate heat causes it to melt.  

 

So that the practice of every wt via'\\'i: s.  "jcwsj 'knowledgs of natural causes a. tii. e. fe<iw.\ 'i* " 

irnpnjveraeijt of the arts depen&s -a- "i"  JDor* and more of the prppcnVes vvi v*i-A«A« "  
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objects, and discovering how to turn the j)ropertieB and the powers of things and the connections of 

cause and effect among them to our own advantage,  

 

7. Many Objects and Chains of Causes and Effects in Nature are out of our reach*  

 

Among natural objects, as we have seen, there are some that we can get hold of and turn to account. 

But all the greatest things in nature and the links of cause and effect which connect them, are utterly 

beyond our reach. The sun rises and sets; the moon and the stars move through the sky ; fine weather 

and storms, cold and heat, alternate. The sea changes from violent disturbance to glassy calm, as the 

winds sweep over it with varying strength or die away; innumerable plants and animals come in being 

and vanish again, without our being able to exert the slightest influence on the majestic procession of 

the series of great natural events. Hurricanes ravage one si)ot ; earthquakes destroy another ; volcanic 

eruptions lay waste a third. A fine season scatters wealth and abundance here, and a long drought 



brings pestilence and famine there. In all such cases, the direct influence of man avails him nothing; and, 

so long as he is ignorant, he is the mere sport of the greater powers of nature.  

 

8. The Order of Nature: nothing happens by Accident, and there is no such thing as  

 

Chance.  

 

riii the first thing that men Xeaxwe, ' .sy:Tv   

 

/Jcy began to study nature caTeuWy,   '  

 

events take place in regular otdei axvL\\a\. ?. oxcv evssi  
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always give rise to the same effects. The sun always rises on one side and sets on the other side of the 

sky ; the clianges of the moon follow one another in the same order and with similar intervals ; some 

stars never sink below the horizon of the place in which ive live ; the seasons are more or less regular ; 

water always iJows down-hill ; fire always burns ; plants grow up from seed and yield seed, from which 

like plants grow up again ; animals are born, grow, reach maturity, and die, age after age, in the same 

way. a-  Thus the notion of an order of nature and of a fixity in the relation of cause and effect between 

things gradually entered the minds of men. So far as such order prevailed it was felt that things were 

explained ; while the things that could not be ex- plained were said to have come about by chance, or to 

happen by accident.  

 

But die more carefully nature has been studied, the more widely has order been found to prevail, while 

what seemed disorder has proved to be nothing but ' complexity; until, at present, no one is so foolish 

as to believe that anything Iiappens by chance, or that there are any real accidents, in tlie sense of 

events which have no cause. And if we say that a tiling happens by chance, everybody admits that all we 

really mean is, that we do not know its cause or the reason why that particular thing happens. Chance 

and accident are only aliases of ignorance.  



 

At this present moment, as I look out of my window, it is raining and blowing hard, and the branches of 

tha  

 

I trees are waving wildly to andtco, \\ xa-j \it a- A»sf.  

 

Jiias taken shelter under one o \\e? a'A«e.'es.-j-?*  

 

a- I:'  

 

ponder gust than usuaV comes, 'Vits-'c O.  

 

eft.!rA»  
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fall upon the man, and seriously hurt him. If tha  

 

happens it will be called an ** accident," and the ma  

 

will perhaps say that by " chance " he went out, an  

 

then "chanced" to take refuge under the tree, ands  

 

the ** accident" happened. But there is neither chant  

 



nor accident in the matter. The storm is the effect  

 

causes operating upon the atmosphere, perhaps hu  

 

dreds of miles away ; every vibration of a leaf is I  

 

consequence of the mechanical force of the wii  

 

acting on the surface exposed to it ; if the bou  

 

breaks, it will do so in consequence of the relati  

 

between its strength and the force of the wind j if  

 

falls upon the man it will do so in consequence of t  

 

action of other definite natural causes ; and the pc  

 

tion of the man under it is only the last term ii  

 

series of causes and effects, which have followed o  

 

another in natural order, from that cause, the effect  

 

which was his setting out, to that the effect of wh:  



 

was his stepping under the tree.  

 

But, inasmuch as we are not wise enough to be a to unravel all these long and complicated series causes 

and effects which lead to the falling of a-  branch upon the man, we call such an event accident.  

 

9. Laws of Nature ; Laws are not Caus<  

 

When we have made out by careful and repeal  

 

observation that something is always the cause o  

 

pertain effect, or that certain events always take pk  

 

the same order, we speak of the truth thus c  

 

'. as a law of nature. Thus it is a law  

 

It anything heavy falls to t\i omxv \l v  

 

innsupported ; it is a law of nature that, under c  

(dinary conditions, lead ia soft and heavy, while flint a- ' is hard and brittle ; because experience shows 

us that heavy things always do fall if they are unsupported, that, under ordinary conditions, lead is 

always soft and that flint is always hard.  

 

In fact, everything that we know about the power and properties of natural objects and about the ordef 

of nature may properly be termed a law of natures; But it is desirable to remember that which is veijr 



often forgotten, that the laws of nature are not thcd causes of the order of nature, but only our way of" 

stating as much as we have made out of that order. Stones do not fall to the ground in consequence of 

the law just stated, as people sometimes carelessly say j but the law is a way of asserting that which in- 

variably happens when heavy bodies at the surface of the earth, stones among the rest, are free to 

move.  

 

The laws of nature arc, in fact, in this respect, similar to the laws which men make for the guidance of 

their conduct towards one another. Tliere are laws about the payment of taxes, and there arc laws 

against  Stealing or murder. But the law is not the cause of a man's paying his taxes, nor is it the cause of 

hisfl abstaining from theft and murder. The law is simply 1 a statement of what will happen to a man if 

he does not pay his taxes, and if he commits theft or murder; and the cause of his paying his taxes, or 

abstaining firom crime {in the absence of any better motive) is the J fear of consequences which is the 

effect of his belirf in that statement. A law of man tells what we mal expect society will do under 

ceTla,\u cwcNBsfflKKjKJrjjr find a law pf nature teUs ua viVa.! -A«C -wva A«l! A¥  

 

nst  hisH  

 

piyA«  

 

3es  

 

er;  

 

ing  

 

s the J  

 

lelifl maS  

 

n  
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natural ol)ject8 wU dp wder ce]*tidn QitcuimMeR. Each contains infoiTQatioa addressed. to our 

inteU(gieobi' and except so fisur as it influences our intdUgtnob-ii & merely so much sound or mitiog. ¢ , 

\ . '.  

 

While there is this much . analpgjr between ImAMl and natural laws, however, certain essential 

diileieniW between the two must not be oireilookcd.. -findW law consists of commands addressed to 

iFOtantny agents, which they may obey or disobqr; Jted' law is not rendered null and void by beings 

hiblMtt Natural laws, on the othA» hand, are notcbtentifttt but assertions respecting the invariable 

ordertf nature; and they remain laws only so lOhg as Unii can be shown to express that order. To speak 

otJSb' violation, or the suspension, of a law of nature isrvA absurdity. All that the phrase can really 

meaai is that, under certain circumstances the assertion con- tained in the law is not true ; and the just 

con'cluon is, not that the order of nature is interrupted, but that we have made a mistake in stating that 

orddiC A true natural law is an universal rule, and, as stifchj admits of no exceptions.  

 

Again, human laws have no meaning apart from the existence of human society. Natural laws express 

the general course of nature, of which human society forms only an insignificant fraction.  

 

ID. Knowledge of Nature is the Guide of  

 

Practical Conduct  

 

If nothing happens by chance, but everything in  

 

nature follows a definite order, and if the laws of  

 

ture embody that which we have beetv abl<i lo loaxn  
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r  

 

about the order of nature in accurate language, then it becomes very important for us to know as many 

as i we can of these laws of nature, in order that we may \ guide our conduct by them.  

 

[ . Any man who sliould attempt to li\'e in a country \ without reference to the laws of that country 

would P very soon find himself in trouble ; and if he were fined, imprisoned, or even hanged, sensible 

people ' would probably consider that he had earned his fate by his folly.  

 

In like manner, any one who tries to live upon the face of this earth without attention to the laws of 

nature will live there for but a very short time, most of which will be passed in exceeding discomfort ; a 

peculiarity of natural laws, as distinguished from those of human enactment, being that they take effect 

without summons or prosecution. In fact, nobody could live for half a day unless he attended to some of 

the laws of nature ; and thousands of us are dying daily, or living miserably, because men have not yet 

been sufficiently zealous to learn the code of nature.  

 

It has already been seen that the practice of all our arts and industries depends upon our knowing the 

properties of natural objects whicli we can get hold of and put together j and though we may be able to 

exert no direct control over the greater natural objects and tJie general succession of causes and effects 

in namre, yet, if we know the properties and powers of these objects, and the customary order of 

events, we may elude that which is injurious to us, and profit by that which is favourable.  

 

Thus, though men can nowise altet iVie R.'K*A»Mi. -av change the process of giowvVi m -"X-itWa, a- si 

"ss  
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* ' ¢ ' a-  a-  - . '  

 



learned the order of nature in these mattezii- thej; make arrangements for sowing and reaping wccatS'i 

ingly ; they cannot make the wind blow, but wben; does blow they take advantage of its known porai 

and probable direction to sail ships and toni irind-. mills ; they cannot arrest the lightning, but thej'ciii 

make it harmless by means of conductors, the qaK-'' struction of which implies a knowledge of some of 

1 laws of that electricity, of which lightning is imtlH the manifestations. Forewarned is forearmed, Mt jj 

the proverb ; and knowledge of the laws of nkbte jif forewarning of that which we may expect t6 

happie% when we have to deal with natural objects.  

 

II. Science: the Knowledge of the Lawf of Nature obtained by Observation, Bxperi* ment, and Reasoning.  

 

No line can be drawn between common knowledge of things and scientific knowledge ; nor between 

com- mon reasoning and scientific reasoning. In strictness all accurate knowledge is Science ; and all 

exact reasoning is scientific reasoning. The method cif observation and experiment by which such great 

results are obtained in science, is identically the sarnie I as that which is employed by every one, every 

day of  his life, but refined and rendered precise. If a child acquires a new toy, he observes its characters 

and exA«. periments upon its properties ; and we are all of us constantly making observations and 

experiments upon one thing or another.  

 

Bat those who Jiave never tned to oXi'tN 5:: A«a% ntely will be surprised to find \vovj \A«vo\\\. a W /s. 

There i, not one person m a.\vxmx \   
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describe the commonest occurrence with even an & proach to accuracy. That is to say, either he will 

omit something which did occur, and which is of im- portance ; or he will imply or suggest the 

occurrence of something which he did not actually ohserve, but which he unconsciously infers must 

have happened, ' When two truthful witnesses contradict one another in a court of justice, it usually 

turns out that one or other, or sometimes both, are confounding their in- ferences from what they saw 

with that which they actually saw. A swears that B picked his pocket. It turns out that all that A really 

knows is that he felt a hand in his pocket when B was close to him ; and that B was not the thief, but C, 

whom A did not observe. Untrained observers mix up together their inferences from what they see with 

that which they actually see in the most wonderful way; and even experienced and careful observers are 

in constant danger of falling into the same error.  

 



Scientific observation is such as is at once full, precise, and free from unconscious inference.  

 

Experiment is the observation of that which hap- pens when we intentionally bring natural objects 

together, or separate them, or in any way change the conditions under which they are placed. Scien- 

tific experiment, therefore, is scientific observation per- formed under accurately known artificial 

conditions.  

 

It is a matter of common observation that water  

 

sometimes freezes. The observation becomes A¥id. t\\.-  

 

tific when we ascertain undei \(\iat exa. cS. cc. a- &isla- '  

 

the change of water into ice taVe, va. ce- "   

 

monest cxcnmeiits tell us XWt \'JOQi SXQ-i-' ''"  

 

I  
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rvi  

 

.p'l  

 

Scientific experiment shows that, in floatngit (Slvta: its own weight of the water. ' .. ; i. 5 'J iijjif  

 



Scientific reasoning differk fitna/otdiaaiyt ing in just the same way as scientific q\m experiment differ 

from ordinary dbaervatibn -n&idtt periment " that: is to. sa79 it strives jbo be at and it is justas hard to 

reason accutately 'ail observe aqcuratelyi a- a-  , ¢ . '. - a- '-'.  

 

In scientific reasoning :general rules are from the observation of many pardcular cases iaadli when these 

general rules are established concloi&ij( are deduced from them, just as in eveiy-day liip a boy says that ' 

marbles are hard," he haA« doiKff a conclusion as to marbles in general from die marbles he happens to 

have seen and felt, and has reasoned in that mode which is technically terajni induction. If he declines to 

try to break a marUe with his teeth, it is because he consciously, or un consciously, performs the 

converse operation of de- duction from the general rule " marbles are too hard to break with one's 

teeth,"  

 

You will learn more about the process of reasoning when you study Logic, which treats of that subject in 

full. At present, it is sufficient to know that the laws of nature are the general rules respecting the be- 

haviour of natural objects, which have been collected from innumerable observations and experiments ; 

or, in other words, that they are inductions from 'those observations and experiments. The practical and 

theoretical results of science are the products! of deductive reasoning from these general rules.  

 

Thus science and common sense are not oaed A»fe sometimes fancy them to be, \w\. cvetvc: &  

 

)etfected common sense. ' Sctentilic reasoning is< iimply very careful common reasoning, and common 

nowledge grows into scientific knowledge as it be- omes more and more exact and complete.  

 

The way to science then lies through common know- edge ; we must extend that knowledge by careful 

ob- .ervation and experiment, and learn how to state the esults of our investigations accurately, in 

general Tiles or laws of nature ; finally, we must learn how o reason accurately from these rules, and 

thus arrive lE rational explanations of natural phenomena, which nay suffice for our guidance in life.  

 

1, MATERIAL OBJECTS. " A. MINERAL BODIES.  

 

12. The Natural Object Water.  

 



'One of the commonest of common natural objects s water ; everybody uses it in one way or another eiy 

day ; and consequently everybody possesses a store of loose information " of common knowledge- 

about it. But, in all probability, a great deal of thfe' knowledge has never been attended to by its sessor ; 

and certainly, those who have never tried to leam how much may be known about water, will be 

ignorant of a great many of its powers and properties and of the laws of nature which it illustrates ; and 

consequently will be unable to account for many, things of which the explanation is very easy, we may 

as well make a bemn\t\ d =KxewyA£. itadying water.  

 

sc/sjvck FttnfM.  

 

13. A Tumbler of a- Water.  

 

Suppose we have a tumbler half-full of water.  

- tumbler is an artificial object (A§5); that is i certain natural objects have been brought togeiho and 

heated till they melted into glass, and this glaa lias been shaped by a workman. The water, on lie other 

hand, is a natural object, which has come fr some river, pond, or springs or it may be froH water-butt 

into which the rain which has fallen the roof of a house has flowed.  

 

Now the water has a vast number of peculiariiiA» For example, it is transparent, bo that you can sb 

through it ; it feels cool ; it will quench thirst and dis- solve sugar. But these are not the characters whii it 

is most convenient to begin with.  

 

14. Water occupies Space; it offers Resist- ance; it has 'Weight ; and is able to transto Motion which it 

has acquired ; it is therefiaK a form of Matter.  

 

The water, we see, fills the cavity of the tumblst for half its height, therefore it occupies that mod space, 

or has that bulk or volume. If you put the closed end of another tumbler ofalmostthesamf sizt into the 

first, you will find that when it reaches the water, the latter offers a resistance to its going dowi and 

unless some of the water can get out the end rf the second tumbler will not go in. Anyone whnMh from 

a height into water will find that he i severe shock when he leactxts i.- 'ax. w i offers resistance. H the 

water- is emptied out, vVic VutoHit Swi\ -  

 



E  
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igfater than it was before; water, therefore, lireight.  And, finally, if you throw the water out of the Sler 

at any slightly supported object, the water hitting JKgainst it would knock it over. That is to say, the 

liiWiter being put in motion is able to transfer that a- rnoiion to something else.  

 

e All these phenomena, as things which happen in  

 

Inature are often called, are effects of which water,  

 

fender the conditions mentioned, is the cause, and they  

 

jpay therefore be said to be properties (A§ 4) of water.  

 

All things which occupy space, offer resistance,  

 

)5ses3 weight and transfer motion to other things  

 

tfhen they strike against them, are tenned material  

 

lubstances or bodicB, or simply matter. Water,  

 

therefore, is a kind, or form, of matter.  

 



15, 'Water is a liquid.  

 

You will easily observe that, though water occupies ispace, it has no definite shape, but fits itself exactly 

a- to the figure of the vessel which holds it If the tumbler is cylindrical, the contour of the surface of the 

water will be circular when the tumbler is held vertically, and will change, without the least break or 

interruption, to more and more ofanoval when tlie tum- bler is inclined ; and, whatever the shape of the 

vessel into which you pour it, the sides of the water always exactly fit against the sides of the vessel. If 

you put your finger into the water you can move it in all direc- tions with scarcely any feeling of 

obstajde. V q- puJJ yoai lingei out there is no 'ho\e \eS\., ft\. --aSsx o' all sides rushing together to f\V\ 

u'p lA\e s-'a. ce  ccupied by the finger. You cannot XaVe \\"W'=*-  

 

i  
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water, for it runs away between your fingers, andyci cannot raise it into a permanent heap. All this that 

the parts of water move upon one anotiierwA great case. The same fact is illustrated if the tombki is 

inclined, so that the level of the surface rises abw the edge of the tumbler on one side, and the irateri 

therefore to some extent unsupported by the tunti at this point. The water then flovs over in a stw and 

falls to the ground, where it spreads out andn to the lowest accessible place, or gradually soaks into 

crevices.  

 

Nevertheless, although the parts of the water t loosely slip and slide upon one another, yet they \ 

together to a certain extent If the surface of water is just touched with the finger, a little of it adhere ; 

and if the finger is then slowly and care raised, the adjacent water will be raised up ir slender column 

which acquires a noticeable V before it breaks. So, in the early morning, after 1 dew, you may see the 

water upon cabbage-leave blades of grass in spherical drops, the parts of similarly hold together.  

 

Material substances, the parts of which a movable that they fit themselves exactly to the of any vessel 

which contains them, and whicl when they are not supported, are called fluids fluids the part of which 

do not fly off fron  

-'another, but hold together as those of water c <-alleci liquids.  

 



Water therefore is a liquid.  

 

  

 

1 6. Water is almost incompressible.  

 

has been seen that waVci, V\V<i civvi\  
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?:*ial substance, resists the intrusiQil of other njat- a- to the place which it occupies. But many things, th 

they resist, can be easily squeezed or com-  sed into a smaller volume. This, however, is not JCiase with 

water, which like other liquids, is almost IEinpre8sible : that is to say, an immense pres- t ds needful to 

cause its I'olume to diminish to any  

*"cciable extent. It may seem strange that anytliing apparently yielding as water should yet be almost 

lifiicult to squeeze as so much iron ; but the apparent ingness of water is due to the ease with which 

ihanges its shape ; and, if water is prevented from liiging its shape, it is very difficult to drive its parts iSer 

together. It has been ascertained that if water Confined in a closed space, a pressure amounting to a- 

een pounds on the square inch diminishes its volume only jrTiTj-th part. Take a common syringe, and 

.ving seen that the plug or piston fits the cylinder I the syringe well, put tlie nozzle into water and draw e 

piston up. Then turn the nozzle upwards and ftsb upon the piston till a little of the water squirts It, so as 

to make sure that the cylinder contains Jthing but water. Now put your finger on the pening of the 

nozzle firmly, so as to stop any water am passing out, and then try to push the piston down, ou will find 

that you cannot make it stir without great rce ; and, if the piston moves appreciably, it will be Kuse some 

of the water has escaped by the sides ' the piston. In fact, if the piston presented a square ch of surface, 

and fitted accurately, and the column ' water in the cylinder were one inch long, it must ; pressed down 

by a weight of 30,000 QiiwJs Vjlws;*- irtee/i tojis) A£0 make it rftO\e ot\t-Xe,'a'Oa tA vjo-Ob  
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I II I _i- a- wur" B " I m " irr*T ' ' r~i 1 " mTti-"' m " i *" a-   



 

17. The Meaning of Weight  

 

Let us next consider the property of weight wi say that anything has weight When, on trying tolifri from 

the ground or on holding it in the hand, w6 hif a feeling of eflfort Or again, if anything which is sq ported 

at a certain height above the ground, fsdls vhe the support is taken. away, we say that it has wei Now 

the ground merely means the surface of the eaxd and, as all bodies whidi possess weight fall dixectly t( 

wards the surface of the earth when they are not kq away from it by some support, we nuiy say. that 1 

bodies which have weight tend to fall in this way. Ai it does not matter on what part of the surfiu: e of tl 

earth you make the experiment Rain consists drops of water, and it does not matter "vether 1 watch a 

shower in calm weather here, or in N< Zealand; the drops fall perpendicularly towards t ground. But we 

know that the earth is a globe ai that New Zealand is at our antipodes, or on t opposite side of the globe 

to England. Hence two showers are falling at the same time, one in N< Zealand and one here " the drops 

must be falling opposite directions, towards one another; that towards the centre of the earth which lies 

betwe them. In fact, all bodies which have weight tend fdl towards the centre of the earth " that is to s 

they fall in this way if there is nothing to preva,¬ them ; and when we speak of weight we mean tl 

tendency to fall. To call anything heavy, is t Same as saying that we fully expect that, if there Nothing to 

support it, it vA\ iaKV to 5)cve omtv-.  

 

* if we support it QWseVve v? \v\ X wx  

 

iNTRODUCTQR \'.  

 

  

 

i8. Gravity and Gravitation.  

 

The word gravity, when it was tirst used, had eX- a-  actly the same meaning as weiglit ; and a body 

which has weight is said to gravitate towards the centre of the earth. But gravity" has now acquired a 

much wider sense than weight. For an immense number of careful observations and experiments have 

estab- lished the general rule, or law of nature, that every material substance tends to approach every 

other material substance, just in the same way as a drop of rain falls towards the earth ; and, in fact, 



that any two portions of matter, whatever the nature of that matter may be, will move towards one 

another if there is nothing to prevent them from doing so.  

 

To make this clear, let us suppose that the only material bodies in the universe were two spherical drops 

of water, each a tenth of an inch in diameter. Each of these drops would have the same bulk as the 

other, and would be a quantity of matter exactly equivalent to the other. Then, however great the 

distance which separated these two drops, they would begin to approach one another ; and, each 

moving with gradually increasing swiftness, they would at length meet in a point exactly half-way 

between the positions which they at first occupied. But if the bulk of one drop were greater than that of 

the other drop, then the larger would move more slowly, and the point of meeting would be by so much 

nearer the larger drop. It follows that, if the one body of water were as big as tlie earth aiiA \Vt o'w 

\fKvi! Kfi. o[ its originnl size, no bigger \.\\a. n b. a- vawi-''''*  motion of the large mass to-waids \.\ie 

msa. o be an Jf] conceivably minvitc a- r'icXiviVi.  

 

1  
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distance tiavelled over. It would appeal ssiFdi large body were perfectly still and drew the snuUbi to 

itself.  

 

This is just what happens when a single dnpi water falls from a cloud, say through a distan of a mile, to 

the eaith. The earth really moi towards it, just as it moves towards the earth, tlic straight line which joins 

the centres of the t< Itut the length of thia line which each travels o is inversely proportional to the 

quantity of ma in each, that is to say is the less the bigger the qi tity. So that we have a rule-of-three 

sum. As quantity of matter in the earth is to that in a i drop, so is a mile to the distance travelled ova the 

earth. And if any one worked out this sum would find that the fourth term of the propw would be an 

inconceivably minute fraction ol inch. For all practical purposes, therefore, we consider the earth to be 

at rest in relation to liies, inasmuch as the quantity of matte body is insignificant, in comparison a-  ined 

in the earth.  

 

s true of water is true, so far as we kno'B  

 



s of matter, and we therefore say that it  

 

e that all kinds of matter possess gra\  

 

, that of any two, each tends to ir  

 

, at g. speed which is the slower  

 

Uitity of matter it contains in pro  

 

fhich the other contains ; and this sj  

 

A»)mes i]Utcker as the two bodies appro:  

 

lally called the law of gravitatio)  

 

e same observed lacts in anotA\ec  

 

ice Phycs Prim<r,  

 

The cause of Weight : Attraction : e.  

 

know nothing whatever of the reason why s possess weight. Bodies do not fall on account ; law of 

gravitation (A§ 9) ; nor does their gravity in why they fall. Gravity, as we have seen, is I name for weight, 

and the law of gravitation is I statement of how bodies approach one another, rhy they do so.  

 



is often said that gravitation is attraction, and todies fall to the earth because the eartJi attracts But the 

word " attract " simply means to " draw ds," and "attraction" means nothing but "draw- wards;" and to 

say, when two bodies move to-  

 

one anotJier, that they are " drawn towards " one er, is simply to describe the fact and makes us lit wiser 

than we were before. On the contrary, i we take great care, it may make us a little less  

 

For the words " drawing towards " are so closely aled with ropes and hooks and the act of pulling, 'e are 

easily led to fancy the existence of some jous invisible machinery in the case of mutually tive bodies.  

 

lin, gravitation is spoken of as a force ; and I word force is in very common use, let us try to out what we 

mean by it. A man is said to exert when he pushes or pulls anything so as either to pressure upon it or to 

put it in motion. A er's force is proved by his hug ; a bowler's force wn by the swiftness of motion of the 

ball, ce, then, is the name which we gj. ve t'i *.tas.  

 

causes or, in the case ot a- tei'Si'OTfc, 'esA'S ' Motion. The force oE gt3. N\t a- Caw'wa Bs;  

 

i  
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tlic cause of the pressure which we feel when b which possess gravity are supported by our bo and the 

cause of their movement towards the ce of the earth, when they are free to move. But i exactly about 

the cause of these phenomena that know nothing whatever.  

 

A good deal of mischief is done by the inaccurate ii of such words as attraction and force, as if they ve 

the names of things having an existence apart fioi natural objects, and from the series of causes 

andefiGxt which are open to our observation; while they arc, ii reality, merely the names of the 

unknown causes d certain phenomena. And it is worthwhile to tab\ pains to get clear ideas on this head 

at the outset i\ the study of science.  

 



Let us remember then that, so far as we know, ituj a law of nature, that any two material bodies, if theyi 

are free to move, approach one another with g*l dually increasing swiftness ; and that the space over 

which each travels before the two meet, is inversely pro- portional to the quantity of matter which it 

contains. Attraction of gravitation is a name for this gen ral fact ; weight is the name for the fact in the 

casA« of terrestrial bodies ; force is a name which we giv< to the unknown cause of the fact. The fact is 

tba which it is important to know. The names are of n( great consequence so long as we recollect that 

the; are merely names and not things.  

 

ao. The Weight of Water is Proportionei ¢ *ts Bulk,  

 

a- 'ust next consider, not weight in general bu " water. We say l\\at a iMTr\\T 3Kl  

 

a-   

 

eCTil iTRqpUCTORY.  

 

c is heavier than an empty tumbler, because the K tumbler gives us a greater feeling of effort when ! lift 

it than the empty tumbler does. The more Uer there is in the tumbler the greater is the effort, pail full of 

water requires still more effort, though \ A« empty pail feels quite light ; and, when we come to fcal 

with a large tub full of water, we may be unable  stir it, though the empty tub could be lifted with Lse. 

Thus it seems that the greater the bulk of t*ter the more it weighs, and the less the bulk the ss it weighs. 

But then a single drop of water in the aUm of the hand seems to weigh nothing at all. Eowever, this 

clearly cannot be, for the drop falls to a-  fcA« ground readily, and therefore it must have weight, 

jtoreover, a few thousand drops would fill the tumbler, fid if a thousand drops weigh something, each 

drop A« a- wst have a thousandth of that weight. The fact is j =lat our feeling of effort is a very n reight, 

and does not enable us to compare siuall ' heights, or even to perceive them if they are very imall. To 

know anything accurately about weight fre must have recourse to an instrument which is Cgntrived for 

the purpose of measuring weights with pzci. bn.  

 

a-  a I. The Measuring of Weights, Tho [Balance.  

 



Such an instrument is the halana or scales, which you may see in every grocer's shop. It is composed pf a 

beam which moves easily on a pivot fixed to its poiddle, and which has a scale-pan attached to each 

fend. So loDg as both scale-pans aia ero.''c 'tXiwo. is honzoniiii i but if you ivil ai\Omsi% a- a- nWiSs. '''  

 

1  
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weight into one, that one goes down and rises. If now you either pull or push scale downwards, the 

beam may be broug] horizontal position again, and the eflfort r bring it into the horizontal position w 

greater, the greater the weight of the b< opposite scale. An ounce in the one seal raised by the pressure 

of a finger in the pound requires more effort; ten pounds i ting out the strength of the arm ; to raise fi 

involves still more exertion ; while a couple o weight will not be stirred by the strongest p upon the 

empty scale.  

 

Suppose that, instead of pressing down scale, you put something that has weigl then, as soon as this 

weight is equal to t other scale, the beam will become horizont one scale has just as much tendency to 

mo the centre of the earth as the other has, and can go down without pulling the other up, tralise one 

another. It comes to the same two boys of equal strength were pulling o the other ; so long as the pulls 

in opposite are equal, of course neither boy can stir ; smallest addition of strength to one enabl pull the 

other over.  

 

22. The Weight of the same Volume of Water is Constant under t conditions. Mass. Density.  

 

' let two graduated thin glass measur  

 

scales, .and made to counter  

 

Then, if eveiv a w\A«  

 



INTRODUCTORY.  

 

bater is put iato the one measure the scale will sscend, if tlie balance is a good one ; showing that the 

drop has weight. If the measures are graduated bccurately, then whatever volume of water is putinto n 

exactly siinilar volume of the same water must e put into the other to make the beam level. This 

bobvioasly means that the same volume of water punder the same circumstances always has phe same 

weight.  

 

i In A§ 18 it was said that bodies tend to move to- tvards one another with a relative velocity which is 

Bnversely proportional to the quantity of matter which  

(they contain. But how are we to measure quantity of fmatter? Is it to be estimated by the spacewhich it  

(occupies ; that is, by its volume ? or are we to esti- ipmate the quantity of matter in a body by its 

weight? [a- you will soon learn that the volume of all bodies fis constantly changing in correspondence 

with the ¢ changes in iJie pressure exerted by other bodies, but I more especially in correspondence 

with the changes a- of- temperature to which they are subjected; while k the weight of the same body, 

at the same point on I the earth's surface, never alters. Hence we may  

 

I take the weight of a body as a measure of the quantity of matter which it contains ; and it follows that, 

ibr the  

*a-  same weight, the larger the volume of a body the less I matter it contains proportionally to its 

volume, and the less the volume, the more matter it contains. The  

 

I' Velocity, or Ewiflnesfi, is measured by [he Jistaace 01 B body travels in a given lime. Of two bodies, one 

of W tTBveis through 011c foot in r Eecovid, wVWe fee. B&iK v [ throug-Ji (HO feel, ihe latter has tlie 

srcai. e'c xe\3. Cvse -liuicMM  

 

1  
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Wn troduct<IH  



 

Li  
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[iUl  

 

proportion of its weight to its volufiae gires us il  

 

density of a body. . - /.]  

 

Now what is true of water is true of all other ' or material substances* Suppose that one .pf measures is 

emptied and replaced, the beam may brought to the horizontal position again by meanB a piece of lead 

cut to exactly the right size. piece of lead will thenceforth furnish an exactly. responding or equivalent 

wdght for so. muck and pieces of iron or brass, which counterpoise- lead, will also be equivalents of the 

weight of the or of the lead, or of one another. But the pieces lead, iron, or brass will obviously be of 

much volume or bulk than the water which they countezpdaCi' Here it follows that the densities of these 

metals, at the quantity of matter contained in the same vohime must be much greater than in the case. 

of water.  

 

What are called weights in commerce are pieces jq({ lead, or iron, or brass exactly equivalent in weight 

tan certain bulk of water under certain conditions. Aa imperial gallon of water thus weighs ten pounds, 

and therefore an imperial pilit weighs a pound and a quarter.  

 



23. Equal Volumes of Different ThingH under the same circumstances, have Differeojj Weights : the 

Density of Different Bodies if  

 

Different.  

 

The important fact which has just been alluded to must be considered more fully. We have seen that an 

imperial pint measure gives us the space which is taken up by as much water as weighs a pound and il 

quarter; and this space is thebuWi ox'oVaxoft Sull  

 

a- 91  

 

lary pound'- H t them into '  

 

1  
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if water. But if you take an ordinary  

 

qcarter-pouwd weight, and put them into liriperial pint measure, you will find that, instead of illing it, 

they take up only a very small portion of the .ipace in its interior, or in other words, of its capacity. Thus 

the volume of a pound and a quarter of lead, or of Iron, or of brass, is very much bss than the volume of 

the same weight of water ; that is to say, the metals' are denser than water ; the same volume has 

greater mass or more gravity. Or, to put the case in another ! way, (ill the tumbler with which we began 

half full of ' water, making a mark on the side exactly at the level I of the top of the water. Then place it 

in one scale of a ' balance, and counterpoise it with weights in the other. I Next, pour out the water, and 

after drying the \ tumbler, fill'it with fine sand carerully up to the mark. ' The volume of sand will be 

equal to the volume of ' water. But now the same weights will no longer  

 



a-  counterpoise it, and you will have to put more weights in the opposite scale. Volume for volume, 

therefore, sand is heavier than water. Throw out the sand, and put in sawdust in the same way, and you 

will find that a less weight than was necessary to counterpoise the water counterpoises the sawdust  

 

a-  Volume for volume, therefore, sawdust is lighter than . water. Experiment in the same way with spirit 

and  

 

oil, and they will be found to be tighter than water, while treacle will be heavier, and quicksilver very 

much heavier than water.  

 

24. The Meaning of Heavy and Light "   

 

leci&c Gravity.  

 

"' 11 the habit ol usmg fee VfOTfe vt'arj a- *  

 

I  

 

'J  

 

p"'  

 

.] A"jKonrcroji'i\  

 

,_ ' A°' into; the water, jt floats, and if we pour sora !&3fi*'A°"''* P*"* in carefully, it also floats ; while 

ireacl  lljimcl qxiicksilver sink to the bottom, just as the iron _;filiiigs do.  

 



\ We saw that tlie iron-filings sank, because iron i,  

- Tieavier than water. Here is a piece of the thin tiimec  .eheet-iron that they make tin boxes of. What wii 

happen if we drop it into the water? It is heaviei 1 than water, bulk for bulk, and therefore it will sink a; 

1 - you see it does.  

 

 " But now here is a " tin" canister made of this ver)  

 

i, Bame tinned sheet-iron. We drop that into the water,  

 

\ and you see it does not sink at all, but iloats at the  

 

r top as if it were made of cork. Here is a perplexity,  

 

[ Ve were sure just now that iron is heavier than water,  

 

I and here is an iron box floatmg I Is this an exception  

 

! to tbe law? Not at all; for what we said was that a  

 

thing would float if it were lighter, bulk for bulk,  

 

than water. Now let us weigh the tin box, and having  

 

' weighed it let us next try to find out how much the  

 

' same bulk of water weighs. This may be done very  



 

simply, for the walls of the box arc very thin, so that  

 

the inside of the box is very nearly as large as the  

 

whole box. Consequently, if we fill the box with  

 

water, and then weigh the water, we shall find out,  

 

very nearly, what is the weight of a bulk of water at  

 

great as that oi the box. But if we do this, we shal  

 

find that the water which was contained in the box  

 

weighs very much more llian the box does. So that  

 

bulk for bulk, tlie box, although it is made of iron  

 

is really lighter than water, and that is why it floats.  

 

you will all have heard of the iron shiija vsbicK A«  

 

Kqso common, and-jQu to-jV.- n;*,-.-'  
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pressure will become greater arid greater, until hand is driven away, or the cork is, forced out/ water 

falls to the ground. ThAc pressure in -tiiis = is the same as the weight of the wetter, and the would have 

been driven out equally well by a K lead of the same weight  

 

Suppose the tube to be square, and that the ii of the square measures exactly one inch each Then an 

inch of height of tl tube will hol4  one cubic inch of water. Since one cuOic mc water weighs 252 grains 

and a half, as much \ as will fill the tube about two feet three in and a half high, will weigh a pound 

(7,000 gra and fifteen pounds of water will fill such a between thirty-three and thirty-four feet high. 

these respective weights measure the pressure of columns of water, one twenty-seven and a half in 

high, and the other nearly thirty-four feet high, ¢ square inch of the surface on which they rest.  

 

The specific gravity (A§ 24) of lead is 11*45 other words it is about eleven and a half times de than 

water. Therefore if a bar of Jead cut sq and one inch in the side, and rather less than of the height of a 

column of water, is slipped the tube in place of the water, it will exert the s pressure on the bottom.  

 

And now comes a difference between the and the water, which depends on the fluidity of latter. The 

lead exerts no pressure on the sid6 the tube, but the water does. If a small hole is in the side of the tube 

close to the bottom, "topped with a cork, the lead will not press ii r. I3iit if tl\c column oi wa-Vet \s\v\\ 

tv  

 

(PJECTS.] INTROnUCTORYi- ¢  

 

'  

 

ie colk will be driven out with aa much force as tsfoie, so that the water presses just as miich side- fays 

as downwards. It is easy to satisfy oneself of his by inserting a long glass tube, with its lower end jent at 

right angles and fitted with a cork, into the Hde of the wooden pipe. The water will at once Else in the 

tube to the same height as it has in thft pipe. 'Whence it is obvious that the pressure of the vater on any 

point of the side is exactly equal to the vertical pressure at that point; for the pressure outwards is 

exactly balanced by that of the vertical column in the tube inwards. The water in a watering-pot always 

Stands at the same level in the can and in the spout.  



 

If a glass tube is bent into the shape of a (J.  water is poured into it, the water will always stand at the 

same level in the two legs of the tube, whatever the shape of the bend may be, or the relative capar 

cities of the two legs, or the inclination of the tube.  

 

And this must needs be so, for the force with which the water tends to flow out of the one half of the 

anangement depends on the vertical height' of the sur- face of the water above tlie aperture of exit ; so 

that any column of equal vertical height must balance it.  

 

That a column of water will stand at exactly the same level as any other with which it communicates, 

may be seen slill more simply by placing a glass tube, open ac each end, in a basin of water. However the 

tube may be inclined or bent, whether its lower end is  

 

1 Vertical height is the Tieigbt measnreil arong a. line drawn fiom the surface uf the wnler 

perpenilicularly to the Eurface of Ibe earth. A plumb-line is a. string to one end of which a weight is 

attidicd and thus hangs suspended. If the other end of tlVia,¢. is brought opposite the suttacc o Ae 

wWet 'C&t SLiswAsso- a- * iie sfriog aoswers lo the line of veit'.cA»\\\e\x, 1  

 

1  
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wide or narrow, the column of water inside it exactly the same level as the water outside it course, the 

rigid glass walls of the tube c communication between the ccdumn of wat it and the rest, except at the 

bottom.  

 

In a well-ordered town, water is suppliec house and can be drawn from taps place highest stories. These 

are fed by pipes w from a cistern at the top of the house. Thi brought from a large pipe, or main, in the a 

smaller house-pipe, which is often made about in various directions before it rea cistern at the top of 

the house into which : the water. If you followed the main, you v that it took a loi)g course up and down, 

be pavement of the streets, until at last it rea waterworks. Here you would find that i was connected 

with a reservoir ; and either t voir is at a greater height than any of th< into which the water is delivered, 



or there means of pumping the water from it to that its way to the main. Thus the reservoir, i and the 

house-pipe form one immense JJ-t the water in the house-pipe tends to rise to level as that of the water 

in the reservoir, a flows into the cistern when the supply-pipe is  

 

a8. The Transference of Motion by ] Water : the Momentum of Moving V  

 

Suppose a wooden vat with a horizontal a- 'rtional area* of the tube of which is one squ  

 

"actional area of a tube is the sut(ac occvx\ is cut across. It \\ou\d \)e \\A»tcT  

 

ttSTRODVCTORV. "  

 

ted close to the bottom, to be filled witli water  

 

inches above the tap. Then supposing the  

 

ip to be shut, the pressure upon its sectional area will  

 

50 grains, or Father more than three pounds  

 

d a half" and there is the same pressure on every  

 

a- quare inch of the bottom of the vaL I If the tap is now turned, the water nearest to it laeing 

unsupported on its outer side, the pressure on klie inner side sets it in motion, and it flows out in a 

ietream. At first the stream shoots out uolently and Jklie water is carried to a long distance. That is to 

[Say, the weight of the column of water 100 inches I high acts as a force, or cause of morion, upon tlie a- 

water nearest the tap, and this water is forced out with a velocity depending on that force in a 

horizontal direction. Now suppose that you take a common toy cup-and-ball and bring the ball into the 

way of the stream of water. The stream will at once strike the ball and drive it in the same direction as 



that which it is itself taking. The power which the moving water has of transferring or communicating 

motion to a body which is at rest, but free to move as the ball is, is due to its momentum. The greater 

the mass of the stream and the more rapidly it moves, the more morion will it communicate to the ball, 

or the heavier the ball it will move. Close to the mouth of the tap the direction of the stream is ' 

horizontal; but it very soon begins to bend down- wards, and describing a rapid curve, comes to the 

ground. It does this for just the same reasons that a stone thrown horizontally describes a curve, and s  
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length strikes the ground ; and, in fact, the st be regarded as so much water thrown horizo  

 

These reasons are two : firstly, as soon as has left the tap it is an unsupported heavy be as such, it begins 

to fall to the ground. Sec momentum of the water is continually be nished by the resistance of the air 

through passes. For, although the air which surroi so thin and movable a body that we ordin no notice of 

it " the fact that it offers res bodies which move through it is easily ¢ as, for example, in using a fan. The 

wat overcome this resistance, and its mom proportionally diminished.  

 

If, when the water leaves the tap, the air ; tation were alike abolished, the water, k< momentum, would 

travel for ever in i direction.  

 

As the water runs out, it will be observe velocity of the stream becomes less and which it describes 

sharper, so that it com ground sooner; and finally, when the vat empty, the stream falls nearly vertically 

dc The reason of this is that the level of tl the water is gradually lowered; conscque height of the column 

which presses on the wj to the tap is gradually lessened, and thei weight is diminished. But this weight 

or IS the cause of the motion of the water, an cause diminishes the effect of that cause must A« 

'Sberefore the momentum of the water is   it is carried less and less far hoi "hich it takes lo Vc\\\ Xo \\\vi  

 

JNTJiODUC TOR Y.  

 

. finally, iitacquires no appreciable horizontd o-at all, and so falls vertically downwards fronia mth of l! ie 

lap.  

 



t The Energy oi Moving Vater.  

 

"'If a short pipe bent at right-angles lilic the lettSJ i fitted by one arm on to the end of the tapJ kvhile the 

other is turned vertically upwards, and the! jpftt is full as before; when the tap is turned, thJ ater will 

shoot up into the air, and after rising for a certain distance will stop, and then fall. In fact w Bhalt have a 

fountain, 1, a-  Observe the difference between the vertical jet of water and the horizontal jet. If wc 

leave the resist- ance of the air. out of consideration, the water in the horizontal jet has no obstacle to 

overcome ; and it might go on for ever, if its weight did not gradually cause its path to become more and 

more bent towards the earth, against which it eventually strikes.  

 

When the jet is vertical the case is altered. The a- water thrown up vertically constantly tends to fall 

clown vertically, as any other heavy body would do, and its raomentuni has to overcome the obstacle of 

its gravity. Any given portion of the water is, in fact, acted upon by two opposite tendencies, momentum 

urging it up, and gravity pulling it down. Now if two equal tendencies exactly oppose one another, the 

body upon which they act does not move at all ; while, if one is stronger than the other, the body moves 

in the direction of the stronger.  

 

Thus a portion of water which has just left the spout shoots up, because the a- ve'watAVj mfe-vfi 

uapelted upwards is sufEidenV lo cmx ' ''  
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greater space in a given time, say a second, thar through which its gravity would, in the same impel it 

downwards.  

 

But the distance which the water will travel < this second will be the difference between the di which it 

would have ascended if there had be gravity forcing it down, and the distance wl" would have 

descended if there had been no mom driving it up ; and, at the end of the second, the its motion 

upwards, or its velocity, will be prop ally slower. Thus, at the end of the first secor water has spent a 

certain portion of its momeni overcoming its gravity. And as there is noth make good the loss, it would, 

if left to itself, more slowly, or over a less distance, in the s second than it tended to do in the first. But t 

the momentum of the water is diminished, its g weight, or tendency to fall downwards, for a distance in 

a second, remains exactly what it wa operates in the course of the second second to e the same extent 

as in the first. Hence, at the < the second second, the distance through whi( water travels upwards is still 



smaller, and its v< is still more diminished. It is obvious that, he great the disproportion between 

momentum and  to start with, gravity must gain the day in the loi under these circumstances. The store 

of mom< will be used up; and, after a momentary res water, reduced to the condition of a body w 

support, will begin to be carried dotvtds \ unopposed action of gravity.  

 

' re is similar to t\iat o? a bov cxAVx ' nhich are suddenly se\ed xx  
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,st violently backwards by a strong man. The  

 

loat will go stern-foremost rapidly, at first, but every  

 

itroke of the boy's oar at the stern will retard its back-  

 

ard motion ; until, at length, the stock of momentum  

 

onferred upon it by the man's thrust will be com-  

 

iletely exhausted in working against the boy, and the  

 

"boat, after a momentary rest, will resume its onward  

 

' course. The distance to which the boat will be pro-  

 

j pelled backwards will evidently depend upon the  

 



amount of muscular power which the man, as it were,  

 

suddenly capitalizes in the boat, and which the boat  

 

then slowly pays out.  

 

We call people who possess much muscular or  

 

. Other power energetic ; and we estimate their energy  

 

* by the obstacles they overcome, or, in other words,  

 

- by tlie work they do. In the present illustration  

 

J the man's energy would be measured by the distance  

 

I to which the boat was propelled before it stopped.  

 

It is easy to transfer this conception of energy, as  

 

the power of doing work, to inanimate things ; and  

 

thus, when a body in motion overcomes any kind of  

 

obstacles in its way, parting with its momentum and  



 

more or less coming to rest in the process, we say that  

 

it has energy and that it does wfork.  

 

The energy of moving water is thus measured by the intensity of the opposing forces which it can 

overcome multiplied into the distance which it can travel before lliat energy is exhausted ; that is to say, 

by the work it does before it is itself reduced to a state of rest. In the case under co'c\w4e:'C\aA», a- && 

t-ex i/wA/ci gravity is overcome, toi: a, gtcsA.<i'cA«t\e-'!&' depends upon the velocity of the atteam -, 

¢a.-&&*A» depends upoa the heigVit ot v\\tt waxer '"  
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above the tap. Jflstai' the energy of the hoi stream diminished as the level of the water lower, so does 

the energy of the vertical diminisli. Hence, as the vat empties,' the jet comes shorter and shorter, unti! 

at last it sinks to nothing.  

 

The energy of mbvinj Water makes it, nnder circumstances, one of the m6at"destructive of agents; and, 

under others, 'one of the most usi servants of man. A stream is water filing dova hiil with 

avelocitydepending upon the inclination ofifs bed. As it falls it acquires momentum and, hence, enetgf, 

and thus a mountMn stream, suddenly swollen ty ni" or melting snow, will tear away' masses of rock ani 

sweep everything before it. Nothing can look softerot more hannless than a cairn sea, but if the wind ; 

ing over its surface puts the water in motion, it upon the shore with terrific force ; and its energy is 

pendcd in throwing up great waves, which lift blocks or drive masses of shingle up the beach.  

 

In all kinds of watcrmills it is the energy of i or less rapidly falhng water which is turned to account. The 

water is made to flow against buckets or fioBts attached to the circumference of a wheel. Each backet or 

float is therefore an obstacle to which the'w transfers some of its own motion ; it moves away thus 

makes the wheel to which it is fastened tfflrn, But the turning of the wheel brings a new obstacle ib the 

way of tlio stream. This is treated fashion, atid the wheel turns still further, thoa ihbo- ducing another 



obstacle in the way of the stream upca '- the same effect is produced. Thi& cu'flfiU; ;f, is a means by 

whicl\ some oS ftic  
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nnC the stream is, as it were, caught and transferred to fc,*Jie water-wheei, which consequently turns 

round with L-flacertain velocity.  

 

A» a-  But this water-wheel is now a mass of matter in  

 

- -notion, and therefore itself contains a store of energy  

 

or power of doing work. If a cord with a weight  

 

at the end of it were fastened to the axle of the  

 

wheel, the cord would be wound upon the axle, and  

 

a- " the weight could be raised, or, in other words, so  

 

\_ . much work would be done by the turning of the  

 

, wheel ; and we should thus have a rough measure of  

 

__- the amount of energy which had been given up by the  

 



* ' stream to the wheel.  

 

. The machinery of the mill is simply a set of con-  trivances for transferring the energy stored up in the , 

water-wheel to the place ia which work has to be . ~ done: In a flour-mill, for example, a series of wheels 

carriesitfromthewater-wheel to thegrindstones, which L it sets in motion.  

 

30. The Properties of Water are Constant.  

 

If, whenever there is a shower, you catch some rain- water, you will find that it possesses all the 

properties which have been described. It will be found to be an almost incompressible liquid, an imperial 

pint of which weighs about a pound and a quarter. It would make no ditference if the rain-water were 

collected in Africa or in New Zealand ; or if it had been obtained centuries ago and kept bottled up ever 

since. And there is every reason to believe that rain-waler will have exactly the same propsYUes a. \to.-

A&. q thousand years hence. So fat as tVfc a- ¢t'a'; jj  

 

orT* A«ct! r'i Wsti'lf A .r 9A«/d '  C ''' 'op 'f ovs bad tT'''' *Ae1'   
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t is placed in boiling water; and anolher_mark rthe point to which it sinks when the bulb is in Iting ice ; 

and the space between the two marks is Sded into rSo equal parts, each of these parts is ¢ at is called a " 

degree" in the thermometers ordinarily d in this country (called Fahrenheits). And if pa boiling-pgint is 

counted as 212' the freezing-point nistbe 32A° (212"32 = 180). With the same amount r beat the fluid in 

the tube always stands at the same fegree, and hence the instrument measures tem- perature.  

 

r" That hot water is lighter than cold is easily seen fhen a bath is filled from two taps, one of hot and Kie 

of cold water, which ran at the same time, Un- Ess care is taken to stir the water, the top of the bath HU 

be very much hotter than the bottom. Thus, an mpenal pint of water weighs a pound and a quarter inly 

at a certain temperature or degree of warmth, tamely at 62A°; if it is made hotter its volume increases, 

3id therefore its specific gravity diminishes.  

 



It was for this reason that in g 2 2 the weight of the atne volume of water was said to be constant under 

he same conditions ; and, of course, the same ualification must be borne in mind when we speak )f the 

weight of a cubic inch of water being about 152 and a half grains. Its weight is in fact 2S2'4S jrains only 

when Fahrenheit's thermometer stands at 12A° " but as this is the temperature of ordinary mild  

(ireather, and the expansion or contraction of water Tor a degree about this temperature amounts to 

less [ban jBtrff'' A° "* volume, the weight of a cubic incfe \ may ia\ all uiacticai Diuixuea be\.!tiKa. a&u  

 

I  
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32. Increase of Heat at- length cai Water to become Steam-  

 

Thus a change is effected in the properties of  by heating it ever so little. If it is more stxc heated a still 

greater change takes jplace. know what happens when a saucepan concai water is put on the fire. The 

water gets hotter hotter, then it begins to simmer, and finally,  it reaches 212**, it boils away into 

steam, which p into the air and disappears. If the boiling is ca on long enough all the water vanishes. It 

looi first as if the water had been destroyed by the I In reality, however, not a particle of water has \ 

destroyed. It has merely changed its state. heat has altered it from the state of liquid water that of 

gaseous water, vapour or steam.  

 

Try the same experiment with a tea-kettle ins of a saucepan, but only put a little wa, ter in the kettle, 

and shut the lid well down. Then, as soc the water begins to boil, the steam will shoot oi the spout in a 

jet ; and this will go on as long as water remains in the kettle.  

 

The steam, as it comes out of the spout, is so that it will scald you if you put your finger in it. you may 

satisfy yourself that it is very hot, wit) scalding your fingers, by holding a stick of sealing- in it. The wax 

will soften, just as if you held it be the fire. Moreover, if you look through the steam, where it leaves the 

spout, you will see that it is q transparent; it is only at some \\\.\\fc dvsAaxvce i he spout that it loses its 

tTatYspaxexvcvf, Ocvxv's  

-hitc opaque cloud, and takWy amVe vcv   
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. The talcing away oE Heat from Steam ihses the Steam to change into Hot Water. Kow take a cold 

spoon, or a cold plate, and hold it ¢ agnst the jet of steam, for a moment or two. a-  When you take it 

away, you will find that it is quite wet,  being covered with drops of wami water, and, more-  over, .the 

cold spoon, or plate, has become warm. t' And if you fit a long cold metal pipe to the nozzle of the tea-

kettle, you will find that no steam at all issues from the end of the pipe, but only water, while the pipe 

becomes warmed.  

 

Thus the heat passes from the fire into the sauce- pan, or kettle, and thence to the water which they 

contain ; the water gets hotter and hotter, and, when it has taken in a certain quantity of heat, it 

becomes steam, or vapour of water. When the steam comes against the cold plate, or passes tlirough 

the cold pipe, it gives up the heat it has taken in to the plate, or the metal of the pipe. They carry off the 

heat which kept the water in the condition of a vapour, and so it passes bacK into the condition of liquid.  

 

Thus steam and water are two conditions of the same thing, water; tliey are effects of the quantity of 

heat wbicli the water has taken in.  

 

34. When Water is changed into Steam, its Volume becomes about i. yoo times greater than it was at 

first.  

 

If you could measure and weigh the water in voui:  

 

kettle to begin with, and then meamc .a- Mi. -*'i' "  

 

the steam into wliich the heat ot tVe, tc eA«aA»sf  

 

}-ou would find that the hu\\; o? v\\e \ea.-A«. 's's- -  

 

x, 7oo imies as great as the UiW ot -Cive NT&ea- sa-   
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the weight of the steam would be exactly the as that of the water. If you had a small square like a die, 

the inside measure of which was e one inch each way, it would hold one cubic ii water. If this cup full of 

water were heated 1 the water was turned into steam, the steam nearly occupy a cubic foot since there, 

are cubic inches in a cubic foot A cubic inch of weighs 252 grains, and the steam into whicl converted 

has just the same weight. Thus \ say that steam is water expanded by heat vapour which is of 1,700 

times less specific gravi water. On the other hand, a pint of steam i to cool, becomes converted into a 

quantity of which measures only xrinr*   P though it just as much as the whole pint of steam did steam, 

therefore, is condensed to a xttt volume of water.  

 

The power with which water expands whe converted into steam is very great. If you ' stop up the nozzle 

of the tea-kettle, the steam, the kettle, in trying to expand, would burst o] lid ; and if you were to fasten 

down the lid, it pretty soon burst the kettle itself. You son hear of the strong boilers of steam-engines 

burst in this way.  

 

35. Gases or Elastic Fluids. Air,  

 

Here is a glass flask with a long neck and ai  

 

mouth. If we pour water in at the mouth i  

 

rises to the lip we say that the flask is full of  

 

 we now pour the water out we say that the J  

 

 But is it empty? Press v\\ V  
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.nwards into n glass jar full of water. If the flask empty there would be no reason why the water 'iuld not 

enter the neck of the flask aocl stand at same height inside the neck as it does outside, you take an " 

empty " glass tube open at each end d press it down into the water, tiie water inside and A« water 

outside will stand at the same level. But if  

*u put your finger on the upper end of the tube so " to convert it into a closed vessel, the water will 

l"Viterthe lower end only a little way. So with the ¢ask, the water enters the neck only a little way. 

irJence there is something inside the "empty" tube  and in the "empty" flaskj something which is mate- 

a-  H) because it occupies space and offers resistance, i -In fact the flask is full of that form of matter 

which Iis termed air, a thick coat of which surrounds the  

-iCarth as the atmosphere. Air has weight, as you will learn more fully by and by; and that air in _ motion 

can transfer that motion to other bodies you . are taught by the effects of the winds, which are _ - 

merely air in motion.  

 

 Air therefore has all the characters of a material  substance. Moreover it is a fluid, for it fits itself exactly 

to the shape of any vessel which contains it j its parts arc very easily moved, or we should feel its 

resistance every time we move a limb ; that it ' ' flows " is seen in every breeze and every time you use a 

pair of bellows, when the air is driven in a stream out of the nozzle; and it presses on all sides anything 

contained in it.  

 

But though air is a fiuid it is not a liquid. In tlie first place it is very compressible. We saw tlw.*. "Jasi 

water entered a little way iT\to t'We \.\i\ia Qt fee.-oRs'  
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the flask in the preceding experiment The of this is that the water compresses the air b* smaller volume. 

A bag full of air, such as a air-cushion, can be squeezed till the air in its ii occupies a much smaller' 

volume \ and, if you tnij syringe full of air in the same way as the syringC" of water was treated, you will 

find, if the pistoi i well, that it can be driven down some distance i then springs back again. Air in fact is 

not (ri} compressible, but it is an elastic fluid or gas. Hi expands air just as it expands water, but the 

expatf of air for the same degree of heat is much greate  

 



36. Steam is an Elastic Fluid or Gas.  

 

In all the properties which have been menti water in the form of steam is an elastic fluid 0; like air.  

 

If a little water is placed in the flask menti in the preceding section all the " empty " part c space will 

contain air. If the flask is now made the water will at length boil, bubbles of steam for in the water and 

breaking at its surface. By deg the air, which at first lay above the water, wi driven out ; and, if the whole 

flask is kept hot "empty" part of it will be full of the gaseous m which is transparent and colourless like 

air. steam flows out of the mouth of the flask still a and colourless gas ; but it soon cools and bee 

condensed as a cloud of small particles of fluid v  

 

Steam is lighter than air, and hence it rises i ""St as bodies which are lighter than wate  
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*j. Gases and Vapours.  

 

Lir is as muth a gas in the coldest winter as it is m Attest summer. But air can be liquefied by ex- tng it to 

a very low temperature, while, at the same  it is subjected to an extremely great pressure. IS, the 

difference between gases like air, which are densed with extreme difficulty, and gases like tm, which are 

condensed easily, is only one of ree. " Nevertheless there is a certain convenience distinguishing those 

gases, which, like steam, are ly condensed as vapours. In what we ordinarily stearo, all the water of 

which it is composed re- ns gaseous only at and above the temperature of 'ing water (arzA° Fahrenheit). 

Cooled ever so e below this point, most of it becomes condensed I hot liquid water. Hoivever, it must be 

recol- ed that though that particular form of gaseous er which we call steam exists only at and above 

temperature of boiling water, yet water is capable existing in the gaseous state down to the freeaing-  

 

uppose that when our boiling flask contained ling but water and steam, the mouth were stopped  

 

the lamp removed. Then, so long as the tem- iliire of the whole remained at that of boiling er, every 

cubic inch of steara above tiie water ;he flask would weigh about Jth of a grain, since  



 

cubic inches weigh about 15 grains. Suppose the icity of the fiask, exclusively of the fluid water t, to be 

loo cubic inches. Then, to begin with,  

 

gasebtis water which it contains will weigh 15 OS. If the flask is now ailoNjai. \n 'aa'Sv,,  
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fluid state ; but, even down to the freezing-poinl! water will remain in the gaseous state and wi part of 

the flask which is unoccupied by the fluidi At blood-heat (98A°) the gaseous water wei about a grain, 

though it still occuiDies 100 cubic ii at the ordinary temperature of the air it weighs 1 more than rd of a 

grain \ while, at the freezings its weight is only th of a grain. But inasmuAi there is less and less actual 

weight of water ia 4 same volume of gaseous water as the tempeiaB falls, it follows that the density, or 

specific gravity, the gaseous water must be less the lower the te perature. Moreover, while, at the 

boiling-poi gaseous water or steam resists compression 1 exactly the same force as air does, the lower 

temperature the more easily compressible is gaseous water.  

 

Suppose an clastic bag were to be tied on tc nozzle of a kettle full of boiling water. If the were kept as 

hot as the boiling water it would be< fully distended, and maintain its shape in spi the pressure of the air 

upon all sides of it. If th( were taken away it would retain its shape so loi it was kept as hot as boiling 

water ; but, if it allowed to cool, it would gradually become flat by the outside air squeezing up the Jess 

and less i ing gaseous water of the lower temperatures. H when the stopped flask has been allowed to 

coc air rushes in with' great violence if it is opened.  

 

38. The Evaporation of Water at ordi "** mperatures.  

 

 water is poured \t\\.o a aweT ;  
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~ved to stand even in a cool room or in the open H you know tliat it sooner or later disappears. Wet   



 

i: 3ies hung on a line soon dry " that is to say, the \- clinging to them disappears or evaporates. te 

disappearance of the water under these circum- tces results from the property just mentioned. In t, it 

becomes gaseous water of the density appro- te to the temperature, and as such mixes With the !l as 

any other gas would do. And as the sea, iA«s, and rivers, are constantly giving off gaseous tet into the air 

in proportion to the temperature, S not wonderful that the atmosphere always contains Seous water. h 

lAir is said to be moist when the weight ol water in H given quantity, say 100 cubic inches, is as much, or  

tsirly as much, as can exist in the state of gas at the Jk rnperature. Under these circumstances, if the 

tem- "1 Srature is lowered even a very little, some of the  iseous water is converted into liquid water. 

We  Be this in hot moist weather, when the outside of a Umbler of fresh drawn cold spring water 

immediately comes bedewed. The gaseous water in immediate sontact with the tumbler, in fact, is 

cooled down below he point at which it can all exist as gas, and the .uperfluity is deposited as dew. In 

such days wet Jothes do not dry well, because there is, already, .1 learly as much gaseous water in the 

atmosphere as  he amount of heat marked by the thermometer can  oaintain in that state. S  

 

39. When Hot Water is Cooled, it Con- -fl xacts to begin with, but after atime.-K'ama  
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brought about by heating water. At first, pands gradually and slightly \ but, when it read boiling-point, it 

suddenly expands enormouslj, no longer a liquid, but a gas.  

 

On the other hand, if warm water is alloi cool, it gradually contracts till it reaches the p temperature of 

the air in mild weather; but, weather is very cold, or if the water is artificially, it goes on contracting only 

dow certain temperature (39A°), and then begins to again. In this peculiarity water is unlike, a bodies 

'which are fluid at ordinary tempe Hence the temperature of 39Ar is that at whi water has its greatest 

density or specific grav water at this temperature is heavier, bulk fc than the same water at any other 

temperature, fore if water at the top of a vessel is coole to this temperature, it falls to the bottom, an< 

water at the bottom of a vessel is cooled bel temperature it rises to the top.  

 

40. Water cooled still further becorr transparent brittle solid Ice.  

 



Our tumbler of water, if put out of doors 01 winter's night, would gradually cool until, it ass temperature 

of 39A° throughout. Cooling bel temperature, the water so cooled would g] accumulate at the surface by 

reason of its less < and its temperature would fall till the them placed in it marked 32A°. As soon as this 

uppe Cooled ever so little below 32A°, a film, like glass fcitn on its surface by the conversion of the  

 

1 solid water, or ice. KxvcVM  
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m  

 

t would'  U stance.' - H  

 

sr cooled down to the same degree it would'  dually change into the same kind of substance. t-A» this 

conditiou water is solid. It occupies space, ew resistance, has weight, and transmits .motion as t -water 

did, but if you shake it out of the tumljlar-iaa ld; place it retaias its form without the least change,  

 

you press it, it proves to be exceedingly hard arid iyielding; and, if the pressure is increased, it be- me3 

crushed and breaks tike glass. It may thus be Wshed to powder, and tlic ice powder can be formed tto 

heaps as if it were sand.  

 

Just as any quantity of steam has exactly the same eight as the water which was converted into it by ' 

eat; so the ice has exactly the same weight as the. ater which has been couTerted into it by taiitig 

.aMcay . sat.. ',..'- N-  

 

41. Ice has less Specific Gravity than the later from which it was formed.  

 

But though the ice in the tumbler has the same eight as the water had, it has not the same volume, he 

expansion which began at 39A° goes on, and when ater passes into tlie solid state its volume is about j-

th greater than it was at 39A°. Taking water at this .mperature as i. o, ice has a specific gravity of o'gifi.  



 

But although water in freedng expands only to this nail amount, it resembles steam in the tremendous j-

ce with wJiich it expands. If you fill a hollow on shell quite full of water, screw down the open- ig tight, 

and then put it in a cold place where the ater may 'freeze, the water as it freezes will burst le iron walls 

of th? shell. Yoiiktvo-s \V\aS.-A«\iK5vSJsa  
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to a house often burst. This is because the wi them freezes, and, being unable to get out t pipe, bursts it, 

just as you may burst a jacket ti too tight for you by stretching yourself. Amonfc bare hill-tops, or on the 

face of cliflfs exposed to weather, the strongest and hardest rocks are Ac winter split and broken, just as 

if quanymenl been at work at them. In the summer then water gets into the little cracks and lifts in 4 

stone and lodges there. Then the winter a* with its cold and freezes the water. And the tnft bursts the 

rocks asunder just as it bursts our pipes.  

 

42. Hoar Frost is the Gaseous Wi which exists in the Atmosphere, condens and converted into Ice 

Crystals.  

 

In the winter-time you often notice, on a del sharp night, that the tops of the houses and A trees are 

covered with a white powder called ho8 frost ; and, on the windows of the room when yc wake up, you 

see most beautiful figures, like delica plants. Take a little of the hoar-frost, or sera] off some of the stuff 

that makes the window lot like ground glass, and you find that it melts your hand and turns to water. It 

is in fact i< And if you look at the figures on the window pa with a magnifying glass you will see that they 

\ . made up bits of ice which have a definite shq and are arranged in a regular pattern. Each of tb< 

definitely shaped bits of ice has been formed in t folirMinVrr wny. The air in the room is much warn  

 

ie, and there is imxed \\\\ \x xiacv  
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lA«:h water, derived from the breath and the evapora- ri of moist surfaces, as caii maintain itself in the 

Seous state at the temperature. The window- ties, being thin, are cooled by the outside air, tl of course 



the gaseous water inside the room, i.n it comes in contact with the cold window- es, becomes 

condensed on them into fine drops I cold water. The panes becoming colder and 'lA«3er, these minute 

drops at last freeze, and the  

*.ter not only becomes solid, but it crystallises; lat is to say, the little solid masses take on more or Ss 

regular geometrical forms with flat faces, inclined i one another at constant angles, so that they re- 

2mble bits of glass cut according to particular fixed atterns. All ice is in fact crystalline, but in ice ?hicb 

has been formed from thick sheets of water, the Tystals are so packed together that they cannot be 

IJHtinguished separately.  

 

43. When Ice is warmed it begins to change )ack into Water as soon as the Temperature caches 32A°.  

 

A lump of ice brought out of the open air in very lold weather may have a temperature of 30A°, or 20", 

or ower. If such a lump is brought into a warm room t gradually becomes warmer, but remains 

unchanged jtherwise, until it has risen to 32A°. Then it begins to nelt, and remains at 3 2A° as long as it is 

melting ; and ,he water which proceeds from it is at first also at 32A°. '  

 

If you were to throw a lump of ice into the middle ] pf a hot fire, so long as a particle of ice remained as J  
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when water is raised to the boiling-point So kM any of the water remains unconverted into stew 

becomes no hotter. Moreover the stean ijtsdfii first at 212A°.  

 

44. Ice the solid, Water the liquid, ! Steam the gas, are three states of one tural object ; the Condition of 

each 8 being a certain Amount of Heat.  

 

Ice, liquid water, and steam, are three thin unlike as any three things can well be. What < mean then by 

saying that they are states of one stance, water ?  

 

What we really mean is that if we take a quantity of water, say a cubic inch, and cha first into ice and 

then into steam, there is somi which remains identically the same through all changes. This something 



is, in the first plac weight of the material substance. The water -i 252 grains, the ice into which it is 

converted  252 grains, and the steam produced from it y 252 grains. In the second place, the same 

would cause the ice, the water, and the ste move with the same rapidity ; and, when set in ra they 

would produce the same effect upon an movable against which they struck.  

 

In the third place, when you study cher  

 

you will learn that the ice, the steam, and the  

 

water, would yield the same weight of the sam  

 

gases, oxygen and hydroeiv, tw\ -Yaj;  

 

F. vcry one cubic inch of watet, 1,100 ev\te:\Q. vc  

 

steam, and Jj\ cubic inch o{ \c, Y\\ -  
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jQg&a, with 224-jg- grains of oxygen, and nothing J SA« (See A§50.) i.lS there is not the slightest 

difference in weight 1 Iftween a given quantity of water and the ice, or the \ ieam, into which it may be 

converted, it is clear that' Me heat which is added to or taken from the water to jtve rise to these 

several states, can p t then heat is a material body, it must be devoid  weight " and hence, in former 

times, heat was ialled an imponderable substance, It was thought j C) be a kind of fluid, called caloric, 

which had no-l leight, and which drove the particles of bodies j launder, when it entered them as they 

were heatedlrj d let them come together as it left and they grew J Wol.  

 

45. The Phenomena of Heat are the Effects of a rapid Motion of the Particles jf Matter.  

 



This much, howeverj is certain : that heat can be ;aused by motion. Every boy knows that a metalbutton 

nay be made quite hot by tubbing it. A skilful s'ill hammer a piece of iron red hot. The axles oE ifheels 

become red hot by rubbing against their beaji-] jngs, if they are not properly lubricated ; and pieces of 

ice may be melted by the heat evolved when Ehey are rubbed together. And there are abundant other 

reasons, as you will find when you study physics, For the belief that the sensation we call heat, and all 

Uie phenomena which we ascribe to beat, Qie.<i\.e-'Ss**= pf the rapid motion of matter.  

 

I  
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surface of the water in a tumbler at loo is ji ruf&ed as that of the same water at 32 \Vhat, i is meant by 

saying that heat is a kind of motifli, i that the greater the heat in any body the the amount of motion in 

that body?  

 

The answer to this question is that the motion J causes the phenomena of heat, is not a vi tion of the 

whole mass of the hot body, but aitf of the individual particles of which it is comp And each particle 

moves, not straight forwaxd backwards and forwards in the same space, sott motion may be roughly 

compared to Uiat of a} lum, or to that of the balance-wheel of a watch, in fact a sort of vibratory 

movement ; each  taking place through a very short distance aai extreme rapidity. The sensation of heat 

is cau the vibratory movements of the particles of ; just as sound is so caused. The prongs of a fork 

which has been struck, certainly vibra you can see them do so if the note is low. now put your ear at one 

end of a long piece of and the handle of the vibrating tuning-fork is upon the other end, the vibratory 

motion tuning-fork will be communicated to the p of the wood and will be loudly heard. All tl the sound 

is heard the particles of the wc vibrating. Nevertheless, the wood as a whol not move, but its particles 

swing backwards ai wards through such a minute space that their is imperceptible.  

 

But what are these particles of matter wli ¢''bration give rise to the phenomena of K  

 

The Structure of Water.  

 

lave seen that pure water is perfectly clear and jetit. The naked eye can discern no differ- etween one 

part and another. In other words, no visible texture or structure. It does not that it really possesses 



none, however, for there ,ny things which seem to be the same through- ; r homogeneous, which yet 

show structure are esainined with a magnifying glass. Thus face of a sheet of fine white paper looks per- 

iven and smooth to the eye ; but a magnifying f no great power will show the minute woody if which it is 

made up ; while, under a power- roscope, the paper looks like a coarse matting, if we put a small drop of 

water on a slide, such ied for microscopic objects, and cover it over thia glass so as to spread it out into a 

film, s not more than YTt iao th of an inch thick, it B examined with the very highest magnifying  

 

we can command, and yet it looks as corn- homogeneous and shows as little evidence of nade up of 

separate parts as before. However, still no proof that the water is not made up of uts, or particles, 

distinctly separated from one r. It may merely mean that the particles are remely small that they cannot 

be distinguished , ly microscopes which magnify four _or five J id diameters. 3  

 

certain that solid bodies may be divided J irticies so minute that the best microscopes j o trace of them. 

Common gum-mastic cannot fl solved btf \mer. hut Vl Teaiv &aa*3A«A«s. N&J  
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alcoholic solution of gum-mastic. If you add to mastic varnish, the alcohol takes away the and the mastic 

Calls out, or precipitates, as a solid composed of very \isible whitisb particles, if a drop of the varnish is 

added to a good deal half a pint, of water and well stirred at the samel the mastic, though it is still 

precipitated as a solii in a state of extremely minute division. No sepa solid particles of mastic are visible 

to the naked Q but the water assumes a faint milky tinge.  

 

This milkiness arises from the presence of sA particles of mastic diffused through the water; as yet, if the 

experiment has been properly managed, i drop of the fluid may be spread out as before all examined 

with the highest magnifying powers, aai nothing can be seen of such particles. So far ai vision goes it 

might be a drop of pure water. Ncfl our best microscopes are able to show us anythin colid which has a 

diameter of xWoinrth of an ind quite distinctly ; and probably solid opaque partid of much smaller size 

would make themselves a parent as a turbidity or cloudiness. The particles mastic must be therefore so 

much smaller than tl that they remain invisible. Hence it follows tl if water were made up of separate 

particles, dropletS; TTriroTnrTy     diameter, and tl had the structure of a mass of very fine shot, 

microscope that has yet been constructed would enaJ us to sec even a trace of that structure. '" We cot 

not obtain any direct evidence of it.  
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-47. Suppositions or Hypotheses ; their f ses and their Value.  

 

' . TVheii our means of observation of any natural fact St. 3 to carry us beyond a certain point, it is 

perfectly legitimate, and often extremely useful, to make a sup- <tion as to what we should see, if we 

could carry Siect observation a step further. A supposition of is kind is wliat is called a hypothesis, and 

the 1*9106 of any hypothesis depends upon the extent to Ijrliich reasoning upon the assumption that it 

is true, Simbles us to explain or account for the phenomena iwth which it is concerned.  

 

' Thus, if a person is standing close behind you, and ou suddenly feel a blow on your back, you have ho 

direct evidence of the cause of the blowj and if you two were alone, you could not possibly obtain any; 

but you immediately suppose that this person has siruck you. Now that is a hypothesis, and it is a- a 

legitimate hypothesis, first, because it explains the fact ; and secondly, because no other explanatio 

probable ; probable meaning in accordance with ordinary course of nature. If your companioi declared 

that you fancied you felt a blow, or that some invisible spirit struck you, you would probably decline to 

accept his explanation of the fact. You would say that both the hypotheses by which he professed to 

explain the phenomenon were extremely improbable ; or in other words, that in the ordinary course of 

nature fancies of this kind do not occur, nor spirits strike blows. In fact, his hypotheses would be 

illegitimate, and yotu-s would be legitimate ; and, in all probaoiiity, you would act \i.-5'i -lasi 'ss-s  

 

tne .  

 

4  
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force is overcome, and the molecules fly oSisi directions as soon as they are unconfined. Oii other hand, 

by taking heat away, the repulsive! is diminished, until the molecules become insepd and the water 

assumes the solid form.  

 

It is probable that the expansion of fluid water.; temperature below 39**, depends upon the moke 

taking up a peculiar arrangement as they appn one another. If sixteen men arc formed iit column, foiu: 

deep, and each man a foot from other, the same men may stand closer togethei yet form a hollow 

square, which occupies a larger s That the molecules of water do take up a part order in assuming the 

solid condition, is sho\ the crystalline form of ice. Each, crystal of frost owes its shape to the 

arrangement of its cules, according to a definite geometrical patten  

 

Thus the hypothesis that water is compo: separate molecules, is useful, for it helps us to extent to 

explain the properties of water. And you study physics and learn the laws of motio: will find that there is 

no end to the number truths established by observation and expei which can be explained by this 

hypothesis, it may fairly be adopted and employed as a of picturing to ourselves the order of nature, s as 

no facts are discovered which are incon with it.  

 

49. All Matter is probably made up c of Molecules or of Atoms.  

 

The same reasons which lead lo vVv 6. c\\ thesis that water is composed ol   
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Hcles justify its extension to all forms of matter  

 

atever.  

 

IChe metal mercury or quicksilver, for instance,  

 

~:S be supposed to be made up of distinct partides .  



 

tnercuiy of extreme minuteness, and according to  

* temperature, these associate themselves iu the " lid (frozen mercury), liquid {ordinary quicksilver), or ' 

ous form (vapour of mercury). To whatever treat- Snt pure mercury may be subjected, we cannot get 

lathing but mercury out of it. The particles of excury have never been broken up. Hence they are 

cneraUy termed atoms, or particles that cannot be Vided ; and mercury is said to be an element, or 

substance which is not compounded of any other ibstances.  

 

Here is a case in which it is very useful to dis- - inguish between fact and hypothesis. The matter of let is 

that, up to the present time, no one has been ble to gel out of pure mercury anything but pure lercury. 

The statement that mercury is a simple libstance, and therefore never can be broken up into oy other 

substances', is a hypothesis which future bservation and experiment may or may not confirm. L  

 

A hundred and fifty years ago it was universally; a-  a- elieved that water was as much an element as' 

lercury. But water is now well known to be a ompound. In fact, as has ahready been said, the  

(articles of water may be very readily broken up or lecomposed (in what way, you will learn when h a- 

ou study chemistry) into two totally distinct siib-'A« tances, oxygen and hydrogen, whl. cKa. tt -jgaaagai,  

 

I "a-   

 

t a-   
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liquefied. Each of these MS, acoordiiig hypothesis, consists of particles, and since tlieiet by no known 

means be furdier broken up iSbej considered to be atoms like those of mercmy. Nine parts by weight of 

pure water always eight of oxygen and one of hydrogen. The thetical particle, or molecule of water, thi 

must be composed of atoms of ojgen and hj having this relative weight ; and chemists have for believing 

that one atom of 0iygen and atoms of hydrogen exist in each molecule of If this be so, the structure of 

water mtist be complicated than we thought at first ; and particle of water (the molecule) must Ibe a 

composed of three separate atomsJ  



 

50. Elementary Bodies are neither de- stroyed nor is their Quantity increased itj Nature.  

 

It has been seen that when a cubic inch of watftj is dissipated by heat, it is not destroyed, but thatkl 

merely changes its form from the fluid to the state, while its weight remains unaltered If the cubic inch 

of water is decomposed into oien and hydrogen gases, the water is indeed destroyed, Imkl the matter of 

which it consisted remains imchaogei in weight. If the water weigKed 252*5 grainy tbe oxygen gas will 

weigh 224*45 grains, and the hydrognt  

 

s will weigh 28*05 grains. Aivd XioVfeka \3aal vm been ablQ to do has aSecled j)A£i gox A«ft. i  

 

3 quantity of either of tVvese ase.  tot  

 

V, elementary bodies retaiu t\ve\x w%VxxA«AA«l  
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I circumstances, and can be traced by it whatever shape  

-they may take. If this is true it follows that, in the prder of nature, matter is indestructible; the quantity 

of it neither increases nor diminishes. Hence it follows that natural things and artificial things resemble 

one another in one respect. It is tnie of both that the matter of which they are com- posed is never 

destroyed and never increased ; and  

-therefore the order of events in nature as much  

 

- consists in the joining together and putting apart of , natural bodies by natural agencies, as the order of  

 

events in the artificial world consists in the joining together and the putting apart of natural bodies by 

human agencies.  

 



51. Simple Mixture.  

 

In order to learn the manner in which water may  

 

be broken up into its elements or decomposed,  

 

a-  you must turn to the Primer on Chemistry. But as a  

 

I preliminary to the study of that science, it may be  

 

, useful to consider some simple cases of composition  

 

- and decomposition which are exemplified by water.  

 

I If half a pint of water, coloured by putting a little ink into it, is added to the same quantity of clean 

water, the two will readily mingle ; the total quantity of water will be a pint; and its colour will be just 

half as dark as that of the coloured half-pint. This is a case of simple mixture. The volume of the mixture 

equals the sum of the volumes of the lhing, s mviayJ,, and there is no change in the pTCii5eT\\es oS. a- 

Cw!.fc*A»-'A«e So when water evaporates, V\ve .a'se. o'is- "''1  
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the molecules of the other until there is the proportion of each everywhere. In like n sand and sugar 

may be (and unfortunately oft mixed, without any change in the properties of or in the space which they 

primitively occupie On the other hand, oil and water will not m ever much you may stir the two together 

; anc being the lighter, rises to the top as soon as is quiet Nor will quicksilver and water mix, quicksilver, 

being very much heavier than th rushes to the bottom of the vessel into which are put. Neither will sand 

nor iron filings i water ; as heavier bodies, they also sink to the Nor does powdered ice, though it is 

water it shape, mix with ice cold water; as a lighter floats at the top.  



 

52. Mixture foUovved by Increase < sity ; Alcohol and Water.  

 

Strong spirit, or alcohol, is a clear transpj: which looks like water, but is a very different s For example, it 

boils at a much lower tempe burns with a blue flame, it has intoxicating p and, like oil, it is very much 

lighter than watei if coloured spirit is poured gently upon the ; v.-ater the spirit rests upon the water. 

Supp that we take a tall measure graduated into 1 Prts. Fill tlie lower five with water, and t gently, pour 

in the strongest alcohol, col some way, until the tenth \waik \s x<i; x. ci\\Ok.. have five volumes of water 

beVow, axvy. w  " or five volumes, of co\oviTed a\eQ the two are in corMacv, tbe eo  
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sed into the water for a short distance, but not far,' ig that only a slight mixture is taking place, however, 

is not because the two fluids mingle difficulty ; for, with slight stirring, they mix com- ily and yon have a 

fluid the colour of which is .t half as intens; as that of the alcohol, and many ,the other properties of 

which are intermediate 'een those of pure alcohol and those of pure r. iThus far, nothing further than 

simple mixture, as' A«n coloured water was added to pure water, seems lave occurred ; but, in reality, 

something more has J ppened. In the first place, the mixture is a good Sl warmer than either of its 

components ; that is to , heat has been generated. In the second A«ce, if you measure the volume of the 

whole fluid a- cr it has cooled, it no longer stands at the mark j yO- but distinctly lower, or about nine 

and three- 1 larters. As the volume of the mixture is less  an the sum of the volumes of its two 

components, follows that the density of the mixture must ] ; greater than a density midn-ay between 

that \ l! ie water and that of the alcohol. In other ords, the molecules in the mixture do not occupy ic 

same space as they did when they were sepa- iit. The result is the same as if the ten volureies id teen 

compressed until they occupied only nine ad three-quarters ; so that the ctTect is a contraction milar to 

that which would be brought abou-t. V.- iing sx-Kay lieat from the m\ii.\.\ite- \'c* fesN., ''a- a- '' iKtseeo, 

tha mixtme mves out a nuaa-UVj ¢a'. ""  
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. I  

 



freezes at a much lower temperature than wat does, and at a higher temperatnre than alcohol do In fact 

pure alcohol has not yet been frozen. If 1 molecules of the alcohol were merely diflfused amc those of 

the water as water is diffused through sand, they ought to pass into the gaseous state at same 

temperature as that at which alcohol boils; i it would then be very easy to separate alcohol fi water by 

distillation. But the fact is not so; a hoi cannot be obtained free from water by distilk unless something 

which holds water very stron such as quicklime, is added so as to keep all water back when the fluid is 

heated.  

 

Thus alcohol and water, mingled together, give to a fluid which is not a mere mixture, the prope of 

which are known if we know the properties c components ; it is, in strictness, a new body, in tv the 

molecules of the water and those of the ale affect one another to a certain extent, and modify pre-

existing properties of each,  

 

This effect of different bodies upon one anc becomes much more manifest when water is bro into 

contact with certain solids.  

 

53. Solution : Water Dissolves Salt.  

 

If a spoonful of salt is put into a tumbler of cold v and the water is stirred, the salt swiftly vanishes : view 

; and, after a time, so far as our sense of vi goes, the water appears to be just what it was be But if the 

water in the tumbler at first weighed ounces and the salt weighed two ounces, the  the tumbler will now 

weigjtv s.vexv cwxiofts  

 

 m\\ now taste salt, t\v s '''s v   

 

Issolved, and the solution is called brine. Moreover, the solution is said to b2 saturated, for _f you put 

more salt in it will remain imchanged. j-W ater, in fact, will dissolve two-fifths of its weight f salt, and no 

more. If the brine thus formed is put tf. a. wide dish, so that the water may evaporate ; or S heated and 

the water boiled away ; as fast as the T diminishes, a quantity of salt, equal to tivo-fifths f4he water 

which is converted into steam, returns to ! solid state and falls to the bottom of the vessel. Eftd when all 

the water is driven off, the salt which s will have exactly the weight, and all the other '' properties which 

it liad before it was dissolved by the _ water.  

 



Thus, contact with water has had a very singular  

 

effect upon the salt. It appears to have changed one  

 

of the properties of the salt, namely, its solidity,  

 

but to have left all the rest unaltered. We saw just  

 

I now that powdered ice does not mix wtti ice-cold  

 

I water, but that the fragments of ice remain solid. The  

 

I moment, however, that the temperature rises, the  

 

cohesion, or sticking together of the molecules,  

 

[ vhich is the characteristic of the solid state, comes to  

 

. an end ; they become loose and free to move, and they  

 

- mingle ivitli the surrounding water. Or we my say  

 

l" that the ties which held the molecules of the solid  

 

together are dissolved, so that the solid water becomes  



 

fluid.  

 

The resemblance of this process to the dissolving of salt in water is so obvious that, in common lan- 

guage, it is often said that a lump of salt or of si'ja. melts away in water -, Aiul \ -jom Xvj J -mi a- s 

tfm'dfa/heat, you wiUha\e to evie-A.'LQ'a-''''  
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temperature, so that the conversion of salt fix)m solid state into the liquid state by solution in c water is 

obviously a very different process from Ik faction by heat. Nevertheless the result is the sj so far as the 

condition of the salt is concerned. ' cohesion between its molecules is destroyed, and t distribute 

themselves evenly among the molecule the water, just as the molecules of steam distril themselves 

among the molecules of air. And, v you study chemistry, you will learn how it maj proved that the 

smallest drop of the solution of contains exactly the same proportion of salt as whole does.  

 

If brine is allowed to evaporate slowly, the n cules of the salt arrange themselves, as the w leaves them, 

in beautifully regular cubical crys You may see them form easily enough if you wat drop of brine 

gradually dry up under a microsc< The salt crystals contain nothing but salt. If i are heated till they 

become red-hot they pass intc fluid state; and when still further heated, the i salt becomes a vapour or 

gas and, as such, fliej into the air, or volatilizes.  

 

Thus we see that when salt and water are broi into contact, the salt undergoes a certain amour change, 

while the water does not remain wholly changed. For brine no longer boils at 212A° but quires a 

considerably higher temperature. The salt, were, holds the water back and prevents it from ass ing the 

gaseous state under the same cotvditions as \yere pure, just as, in the previous cas,\¢x '¢- alcohol back ; 

or we may say iW\. vVoxc c Ves the molecules of liquid v. ax. ex ;  
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overcome 41  



 

  

 

im is formed, has a greater resistance to overcome  

*en salt ia dissolved in the water. And just as le presence of alcohol lowers the freezing point of le water 

with which it is mixed, so does the presence of salt lower the freezing point of water. Sea water, rwhich 

is a weak brine, begins to freeze at about 27A°; land the ice which is formed is quite pure, while the a- 

remainder of the sea water becomes richer in salt. ' If we mean by attraction that which opposes any , 

force which tends fo separate bodies, then we may say a- that the molecules of salt and those of water 

attract one another. And such attraction between molecules a- of niatter of different kinds is called 

chemical at- traction.  

 

54. Quicklime and Water : Plaster of Paris and Water : Combination.  

 

Quicklime is a substance obtained by heating chalk or  

 

I limestone to redness. When pure, it is a white hard soUd  

 

'¢ which can be made to pass into the liquid and gaseous  

 

states only at enormously high temperatures. If a  

 

lump of fresh quicklime is placed in a saucer and about  

 

, one-thii'dof its weight of waterpotiredupon it, there will  

 

be a great turmoil, heat will be evolved, the water will  

 



disappear, and the lime will crumble down into a soft  

 

. white powder. This operation is what bricklayers call  

 

slaking lime. And if no more water has been added  

 

than the proportion mentioned, the pure white powder  

 

which results will be solid and dry, the water having  

 

to all appearance, vanished.  

 

In the solution of sa\t e sot h.  \A«.A«to. iJuid under the influence of watet a- , '-m. *&vt 'a- "' lime the 

fluid water enters into tVe sWiC-*"  '  
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If more water is added, this solid dissolves or bea liquid, as the salt did, and the solution is called li 

water. By carefully-managed evaporation o; water the lime may be recovered in the form of tals, just as 

the salt was recovered. But th( this difference, that the salt crystals contain n ter, while the lime crystals 

not only contain ' but contain exactly the same proportion as in slaked lime, that is to say, i8 parts water 

parts lime.  

 

The water thus bound up with the lime into solid holds on so firmly to the lime that it req red heat to 

separate the two. The lime and the are said to be chemically combined ; and proportion of lime and 

water in slaked lime, < crystals, is always the same, they are said to b bined in definite proportions ; and 

the slake receives the special name of hydrate of lime  

 



Gypsum or Plaster of Paris is a dr powder. If mixed with a little water it does n( after the fashion of quick 

lime, but the mixtu sets or becomes hard ; and, at the same tii greater part of the water disappears. In 

fact, combined with the plaster of Paris and forms another hydrate, in which, when the superfluou 

turedrieSy not a trace of water is to be seen. Ii property which is taken advantage of when pla Paris is 

used for making casts and moulds. Tl plaster is poured over and round the body to b as a fluid, it applies 

itself conveniently to all equalities of its surface ; and, when it sets, it reta ihab* -fk;*.*! ij iiag g acquired. 

Set \)lastcr o  

 

'y dry, but \t Tvevet\)cvc\ <  
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'fcveen \ and \ of its weight of water, fixed and forra-  

*S 2U1 integral part of the solid hydrate. And if the ?t plaster is strongly heated, the combined water is  

*"i-ven off and it returns to its original state.  

 

<iypsum is found abundantly in nature, in the shape  

 

't" beautiful transparent crystals which are cal3ed  

 

denite. These crystals have the same composition  

 

*-S set plaster, that is to say, they are hydrates, A  

 

*lin flake of such a crystal viewed with the highest  

 

Owers of the microscope appears perfectly homo-  

 



Sneous, Nevertheless, there is good reason for the  

 

ionclusion that it consists of molecules of water and  

 

a-º 5toolecuIes of gypsum which hold together so strongly  

 

li..]Wiat they form a hard brittle glassy solid. Moreover,  

 

*5e molecules of the hydrate itself hold together more  

 

t -atrongly in some directions than in others. It is  

 

e -Tcry easy to split the crystals lengthrvise ; while much  

 

t_ -inore force is needed to cut them crosswise and then  

 

f they do not split, but break.  

 

g Glauber's salts and Epsom salts are other examples _. of solids which dissolve in water and separate in 

the  

 

I' crj**'" '"'"''"  " water evaporates ; and which, like lime and gypsum, combine with a definite pro- 

portion of water to form crystalline compounds. In fact, each of these glassy brittle solids contains more 

than half its weight of water.  

 

Thus we see that two bodies, of which water is one, may combine together to give rise to something dif- 

ferent from either. And we are thus led to the science of chemistry, which tells us exactly how bodies 



cximbine, what conies of their combination, and how compounds may be sepa. fa.\.ei Sii\.ci '&v<iv. :-

'atv-  
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55. Mineral bodies may take on de shapes and grow, or increase in size, b; addition of like parts.  

 

Water and all the other natural bodies whid hitherto been mentioned, are what are called m bodies, 

although, in common use, the term 1 is usually restricted to ores and metals. Now 1? repeatedly had 

occasion to remark that, under circumstances, not only water, but many other bodies, assume regular 

shapes. The most : example is that of the beautiful imitation of and foliage which is presented by the ice 

whic on a window in winter. But we have also se common salt, lime, gypsum, Glauber's salts and salts, 

also assume the crystalline form as they compounds with water, are deposited froi solutions. And if a 

drop of solution of Glaub or of Saltpetre, is allowed to evaporate un microscope, a wonderful spectacle 

will be pr As the salt assumes the solid state, the suddenly appear in the field of "vdew as nec( plates 

disposed in beautiful patterns, which i of hoar frost, though they are quite differe them. In fact, as you 

will learn if yo crystallography, every crystallizable subst; its proper crystalline forms and never depa 

wtain strictly related geometrical figures.  

 

nA oystal of any of these substances will  

 

P**A«d under proper conditions. Thus, if a c  

 

"¢'Ui salt is hung by a thread in a s  

 

'tf salt, which is exposed to the air,  

 

a- ¢tcr to evaporate slowly, \.Vv tA£io\<  

 

T left behind and can xvo \otv%,'5  
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jhjtion, deposit tliemselves on the crystal in regular tC and increase its size without changing its form, I, 

in this way, the small crystal may grow L great size. The large crystals of sugar candy, di consist of sugar 

and water deposited from a ng syrup or saturated solution of sugar, grow in same fashion, upon threads 

suspended in the lorating syrup. In this mode of growth you will ;rve that the enlargement is effected by 

addition le outside of the growing body ; and moreover the er which is added, namely, the salt or the 

sugar, idy existi as salt in the brine or as sugar in the  

 

B. LIVING BODIES.  

 

5, The Wheat Plant and the substances vhich it is composed.  

 

very one has seen a cornfield. II you pluck up  

 

of the innumerable wheat plants wliich ore i in the soil of the field, about harvest time, you  

 

find that it consists of a stem which ends in a t at one end and an ear at the other, and that les or leaves 

are attached to the sides of the 1. The ear contains a multitude of oval grains Ji are the seeds of the 

wheat plant. You know  

 

when these seeds are cleared from the husk or n in which they are enveloped, they arc ground  

 

fine po; vder in mills, and that this powder is the XT of which bread is made. If a handful of flour ediwitli 

a little cnlil wntiq- !% UmV un \  
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of water and well kneaded with the har become pasty, while the water will becom( this water is poured 

away into another ves! kneading process continued with somefresl same thing will happen. But if the 

oper peated the paste will become more and ir while the water will be rendered less and and at last will 

remain colourless. 1 substance which is thus obtained by itse! gluten ; in commerce it is the substance 

maccaroni.  

 

If the water in which the flour has washed is allowed to stand for a few hoi sediment will be found at the 

bottom <?f while the fluid above will be clear and may off. This white sediment consists of minu starch, 

each of which, examined with the n will be found to have a concentrically structure. If the fluid from 

which the ! deposited is now boiled it will become tur white of egg diluted with water does when i and 

eventually a whitish lumpy substance at the bottom of the vessel. This substan- vegetable albumin.  

 

Besides the albumin, the gluten, and t other substances about which this rough analysis gives us no 

information, are contai wheat grain. For example, there is wood) cellulose, and a certain quantity of 

suga It would be possible to obtain a substance  

*bmnin, starch, saccharine and fatty ma 'sc by treating the stem, lescv?., xv shion, but the  
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roportion. Straw, in fact, which consists of stem and leaves of [he wheat plant, is almost nade up of 

cellulose. Besides this, however, .ins a certain proportion of mineral bodies, ihem, pure flint or silica ; 

and, if you should a wheat rick burnt, you will find more or less ilica, in a glassy condition, in the embers. 

In ig plant, ail these bodies are combined with a roportion of water, or are dissolved, or sus- in that fluid. 

The relative quantity of water is ¢eater in the stem and leaves than in the seed.  

 

the Common Fowl and the Sub- s of which it is Composed.  

 

-a- body has seen a common fowl. It is an reature which runs about and sometimes flies, a body covered 

with feathers, provided with igs and two legs, and ending at one end in a rminated by a head with a 

iDeak, between the rts of which the mouth is placed. Tlie hen gs, each of which is inclosed in a hard 

shell, ireak an egg the contents flow out and are seen ist of the colourless glairy "white" and the " yolk," 

If the white is collected by itself in nd then heated it becomes turbid, forming a ;olid, very similar to the 

vegetable albumin, 3 called animal albumin. e yolk is beaten up with water, no starch nor e is obtained 



from it, but there will be plenty md some saccharine matter, besides substances r less similar to albumin 

and gluten.  
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boiled for a long time, the water will be found iA»tth contain a quantity of gelatin, which sets intoajdlinr 

as it cools ; and the body will fall to pieces, the honm and the flesh separating from one another. The 

boneii consist almost entirely of a substance which yidil gelatin when it is boiled in water, impregnated 

with tl large quantity of salts of lime, just as the wood of tiiel wheat stem is impregnated with silica. The 

flesh, ail the other hand, will contain albumin, and some otherj substances which are very similar to 

albumin, teimel] fibrin and syntonin. I  

 

In the living bird, all these bodies are united wi4] a great quantity of water, or dissolved, or suspended in 

water ; and it must be remembered that there are  sundry other constituents of the fowl's body and of 

the tg%y which are left unmentioned, as of no present importance.  

 

58. Certain Constituents of the Body are very similar in the Wheat Plant and in the Fowl.  

 

The wheat plant contains neither honi, nor gelatin, and the fowl contains neither starch, nor cellulose ; 

but the albumin of the plant is very similar to that of the animal, and the fibrin and syntonin of the 

animal arc bodies closely allied to both albumin and gluten.  

 

That there is a close likeness between all these bodies is obvious from the fact that when any of them is 

strongly heated, or allowed to putrefy, it gives off the same sort of disagtcesA xcv\ -axvi eyeful chemical 

analysis has shoNVtv L\va\. \)cve -/-va. Hasb. ill composed of the e\emei\ts CaT\iOTv,tVjT5y Oxygen, 

and Nitrogen, com\\xv.  
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ae same proportions. Indeed, charcoal, which is gnpure carbon, might be obtained by strongly heating 

Itlier a handful of corn, or a piece of fowl's flesh, in li vessel from which the air is excluded so as to keep 



Be corn or the flesh from burning. And if the vessel pere a still, so that the products of this destructive 

fistillation, as it is called, could be condensed and lOllected, we should find water and ammoaia, in some 

Shape or other, in the receiver. Now ammonia is a [ompound of the elemenLiry bodies, nitrogen andlj 

ijdrogen; therefore (A§ 50) both nitrogen and hydro- " ten must have been contained in the bodies from 

thich it is derived.  

 

[ It is certain, then, that very similar nitrogenous com- jonnds form a laie part of the bodies of both the 

theat plant and the fowl, and these bodies are called KTOteids,  

 

59. Proteid Substances are met with in Nature only in Animals and Plants; and A. nimals and Plants 

always contain Pro- feids.  

 

( It is a very remarkable fact that not only are sucllj Bnbstancea as albumin, gluten, flbrin and syntoni 

known exclusively as products of animal and vegetable \ bodies ; but that every animal and every plant, 

at all 1 periods of ils existence, contains one or other of them, though, in other respects, the 

composition of living bodies may vary indefinitely. TJius, some plants con- lain neither starch nor 

cellulose, a-!tiese.\iJaaaA».'::i ire /bund in some animals; while TOats.' b. tA«tc:w="''*' o horny matter 

and no gelatlTi-fi-e\&'?, ' (A. it the matter which appears Vo le-Oi fcA«sA«.-A«-  
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foundation of both the animal and the plant is % proteid united with vater; though it is probJi that, in all 

animals and plants, these are assodii with more or less Catty and amyloid (or staid and saccharine) 

substances, and with very sbb quantities of certain mineral bodies, of which i most important appear to 

be phosphorus, iroi lime, and potash.  

 

Thus there is a substance composed of wal + proteids + fat + amyloids + mineral mattj which is found in 

all animals and plants ; and, vii these are alive, this substance is termed protoplas  

 



60. What is meant by the word Living?  

 

The wheat plant in the field is said to be a livi thing; the fowl running about the farmyard is i said to be a 

living thing. If the plant is plucked and if the fowl is knocked on the head, they soon and become dead 

things. Both the fowl and wheat plant, as we have seen, are composed of same elements as those which 

enter into the o position of mineral matter, though united into c pounds which do not exist in the 

mineral world.  then do we distinguish this matter when it takes shape of a wheat plant, or a fowl, as 

living matt  

 

6 1. The Living Plant increases in Size, adding to the Substances which compose Body, like Substances ; 

these, however, not derived from without, but are ma factured within the Body oi \.Vv \m\.   

 

simpler Materials.  

 

la the spring, a wheat-field is covA«e .sv  
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Bb plants. These grow taller and taller until they tin many limes the size which they had when they It 

appeared ; and they produce ihe heads of flowers ICh eventually change into ears uf corn. Cii. so far as 

this is a process of growth, accompanied J the assumption of a definite form, it might be lapared with 

the growth of a crystal of salt In tie ; but, on closer examination, it turns out to be ' nething very 

different. For the crystal of salt grows m  

 

taking to itself the salt contained in the brine, i'ch is added to its exterior ; whereas the plant a-ºWs by 

addition to its interior : and there is not a ce of the characteristic compounds of the plant's Jl dy, 

albumin, gluten, starch, or cellulose, or fat, in fl  

- soil, or in the water, or in the air. f Sfet the plant creates nothing (5 50) and, therefore, 1 t matter of 

the proteids and amyloids and fats which -fl Contains must be supplied to it, and simply mana- 1 tured, 

or combined in new fashions, in the body of ' ! plant.  

 



It is easy to see, in a general iRay, what the raw tterials are which the plant works up, for the int gets 

nothing but the materials supplied to it by J s atmosphere and by the soil. The atmosphere 1 Qtains 

oxygen and nitrogen, a little carbonic acid  s, a minute quantity of ammoniacal salts, and a j riable 

proportion of water. The soil contains clay d sand (silica), lime, iron, potash, phosphorus, Iphur, 

ammoniacal salts, and other matters which e of no importance. Thus, bel-A«eeu a- Cne.\a,  the 

atmosphere contain aU tVie eVe-tnai  
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Moreover the new matter, by the addition o: the plant grows, is not applied to its outer surf. is 

manufactured in \\ interior ; and the new in< are diffused among the old ones.  

 

62. The Living Plant, after it has up, detaches part of its Substance, has the Power of developing into a s 

Plant, as a Seed.  

 

The grain of wheat is a part of the flowei wheat plant, which, when it becomes ripe, i separated. It 

contains a minute and nidi plant ; and, when it is sown, this gradually g becomes developed into, the 

perfect plant, stem, roots, leaves and flowers, which again g to similar seeds. No mineral body runs thi 

regular series of changes of form and size a gives off parts of its substance which take tl course. Mineral 

bodies present no such d( ment and give off no seeds or germs. The; reproduce their kind.  

 

(i2i. The Living Animal increases in I adding to the Substances which comj Body, like Substances ; these 

howe chiefly derived directly from other A or from Plants.  

 

The fowl in the farmyard is incessantly about and swallowing now a grain of corn, i a fly or a worm. In 

fact, it is feeding, and, one knows, would soon die \ xvow tiho a matter of evexy day VxvonnXc 'nldnot 

be of much use to swconnX md, with plenty of a\x atvd wavex.  

 

t this respectj the fowl is like all other animals ; it kit manufacture the proteid materials of its body, Jt 

has to take them ready made, or in a con- in which rciiuircs but very slight modification, by wiring the 

bodies either of other animals or of i Its. The animal or vegetable substances devoured taken into the 

animal's stomach ; they are there iBted or dissolved ; and thus they are fitted to be tibuted to all parts of 

the fowl's own body, and lied to its maintenance and growth.  



 

4. The Living Animal, after it has grown detaches part of its Substance, which has I Power of growing into 

a similar Animal, an Egg.  

 

The fowl's egg is formed in the body of the hen, , is, in fact, part of het body inclosed in a shell , 

detached. It contains a miniite rudiment of a 1; and when it is kept at a proper temperature the hen's 

sitting upon it, or otherwise, for three is, this rudiment grows, or develops, at the ense of the materials 

contained in the yolk and  

 

white, into a small bird, the chick, which is then ;hed and grows into a fowl. The animal, there- ;, is 

produced by the development of a germ in  

 

same way as the plant; and, in this respect, all Its and all animals agree with one another and er from all 

mineral matter.  

 

15. Living Bodies differ from Mineral dies in their Essential Co" manner of their Growth, aui vcv * ""  they 

are reproduced by GcTWi-'a.  

 

us there is .1 very broad 6\sAoOi  
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mineral matter and living matter. The elemenaiP living matter are identical with those of miiMJf' bodies 

; and the fundamental laws of matter ann motion apply as much to living matter as to n*"K[  matter ; 

but every living body is, as it were, a uiy J plicated piece of mechanism which "goes," or ff only under 

certain conditions. The germ contanMPP' in the fowl's egg requires nothing but a supply i-' warmth, 

within certain narrow limits of temperattJr to build the molecules of the egg into the bodyff*  the chick. 

And the process of development of iMp" egg, like that of the seed, is neither more nor P  mysterious 

than that, in virtue of which, the rfcwj * culcs of water, when it is cooled down to the fireeiinr point, 

build themselves up into regular crystals. V \  

 



The further study of living bodies leads to ej*  province of Biology, of which there are two Pj, divisions " 

Botany, which deals with plants, aril* Zoology, which treats of animals. l*'  

 

Eacli of these divisions has its subdivisions" suAl' as Morphology, which treats of the form, structattil" 

and development of living beings, and Physiologyil** which explains their actions or functions, besidaj 

others. a- *¢  

 

III. IMMATERIAL OBJECTS. I  

 

66. Mental Phenomena. j  

 

IVlatcrial objects are all eilKet Tvot Ivvm, that is to I J '". mineral bodies, or t\\ey ate \W\Tv\io\, "s3jA«cV 

¢viijcii occupies space, oftex xt'svx.-axvca, incl transfers moiVon, 3e\oT v.. o--  
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fc. of these two great provinces of nature. The jces of Astronomy, Mineralogy, Physics, and stry deal 

with the former, while Biology, with [wo divisions of Zoology aod Botany, treats of latter. But natural 

knowledge is not exhausted lais catalogue of its topics. In the very first para-  of this Primer, in fact, we 

had occasion to ra distinction between Things, or material ob- l, and Sensations; and a moment's 

reflection efficient to convince you that sensations are not nrial objects. A smell takes up no space and 

has reight ; and to speak of a pound or of a cubic  

 

of sound, or of brightness, is, on the face of the er, an absurdity. Pleasure is said rnetaphorically le 

fugitive, but you cannot imagine a pleasure as ing in motion.  

 

'hat we call our Emotions are in like manner jid of all the characters of material bodies. Love  

 



hatred, for example, cannot for a moment be con- ed to have shape, or weight, or momentum. And n, in 

reasoning, we think, our Thoughts have same lack of the qualities of material things, ensations, 

emotions, and thoughts, thus constitute leculiar group of natural phenomena, which are led mental.  
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certain Tnatenal phenomexia and certain mental; nomena. Thns for example certain sensatioos always 

produced by the influence of particular bodies on our organs of sense. The prick of a] gives pain, 

feathers fed soft, chalk looks white, audi on. The study of mental phenomena, of the in which they 

succeed one another, and of the i tions of cause and effect which obtain between and material 

phenomena, is the province of< science of Psycholcy.  

 

All the phenomena of nature are either or immaterial, physical or mental ; and there is science, except 

such as consists in the knowk of one or other of these groups of natural obj< and of the relations which 

obtain between them.  

 

THE END.  

 

EDWAED PATEESON.  
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